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Abstract

The magnetic field structure in a Polywell device is studied to understand both the physics un-

derlying the electron confinement properties and its estimated performance compared to other

cusped devices. Analytical expressions are presented for the magnetic field in addition to ex-

pressions for the point and line cusps as a function of device parameters. It is found that at

small coil spacings, it is possible for the point cusp losses to dominate over the line cusp losses,

leading to longer overall electron confinement. The types of single particle trajectories that can

occur are analysed in the context of the magnetic field structure which results in the ability

to define two general classes of trajectories, separated by a critical flux surface. In addition,

knowledge of the types of electron trajectories is used to propose a ballistic model for the single

particle confinement time and is subsequently compared with simulation results.

Floating potential measurements were carried out on a prototype Teflon Polywell with a

cylindrical hollow cathode electron gun. Dynamic floating potentials of up to –250 V were

obtained for periods of several milliseconds, suggesting the formation of a virtual cathode stable

on at least the millisecond time scale. The dependence of the floating potential on the coil

current and background gas pressure was studied. The magnetic field coils were driven by

a pulsed current supply and it was found that the virtual cathode could only be established

within a narrow range of currents. In addition, it was shown that the magnitude of the floating

potential increased with decreasing background gas pressure. It is conjectured that the depth

of the virtual cathode and its lifetime are dependent on the magnitude of the injected electron

current.

Finally, orbital limited motion theory was been applied to two biased probes in a low beta

Polywell approximating a small scale WB6 design, referred to as WB6-mini. The cases stud-

ied include electron injection, magnetic field scaling, Polywell bias scaling, and radial position

profiles. Langmuir’s original orbital limited motion results for a monoenergetic electron beam

are shown to be in excellent agreement for electron injection into the Polywell. A distribution

function is proposed for the electron plasma characteristics in the centre of the magnetic null

and confirmed with experimental results. A translational stage was used to measure the radial

plasma potential profile. In other experiments two probes were used to simultaneously measure

the profiles in both the null and a position halfway along a corner cusp. The results confirm a

radial potential well created by electron trapping in the device. In addition, we present prelimi-

nary results of the potential well scaling with the magnetic field, Polywell bias voltage, and the

injected beam current. The electron population was found to maintain non-equilibrium in all

cases studied.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The worlds population crossed the 7 billion people mark in late 2012 [4] and is expected to

grow to almost 10 billion people by the year 2050 [8]. As the world population grows, so too do

our expectations of higher living standards, longer life expectancy and general quality of life.

The world energy market is in many ways the lynch pin that supports so much of our growth,

however simply expanding the existing fossil fuel based infrastructure will only further strain

our already endangered natural environment. If the human race is to be truly sustainable we

must find new sources of base-load power that can ease environmental pressures and continue

to support improvements in quality of life. Many “green technology” solutions have emerged

in recent years, but few have the reliability and economic viability to be suitable for base-load

power [13]. One of the most promising options in terms of the potential for radical change in

the energy infrastructure landscape is nuclear energy.

Nuclear fission is the better known nuclear technology solution that already has a significant

presence in the energy market as a proven technology [12]. However its use has been limited

by concerns for proliferation of weapons grade nuclear materials, the inherent safety risks with

regard to potential for a nuclear accident, and general concerns around radioactive waste. Gener-

ation IV fission technology [8] attempts to address these wide ranging concerns, but is generally

considered to be on the horizon. Most of the proposed solutions are in the very early prototyping

phase. The other potential solution for practical nuclear energy is nuclear fusion.

1.1 Nuclear Fusion

Nuclear fusion is a reaction in which two light nuclei collide to form a single heavier nucleus [43,

12, 48]. In this process a significant proportion of the mass of the reacting nuclei is converted

directly into energy, making nuclear fusion one of the most energetic reactions known. As a

potential energy source, fusion has several clear advantages over nuclear fission: the fuel used is

naturally abundant and readily available, and the waste products are usually light stable nuclei.

However, a serious obstacle to the fusion process is that all nuclei are positively charged,

and hence there is a large repulsive force between two nuclei in close proximity. For a fusion

reaction to occur, the two nuclei must be sufficiently close for the attractive strong nuclear force

to dominate. This requires a very large amount of energy, known as the coulomb barrier. By

comparison, nuclear fission reactions can be induced by neutrons which have no net charge,

and thus there is no coulomb barrier in a fission reaction and low energy incident particles can

be used. For example, the reaction cross section for 235U increases with decreasing neutron
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Reaction Thermonuclear Threshold Energy

Energy Released

D + T → 4He+ n(14.1 MeV ) 17.4 MeV 4 keV

D +D →

{
T + p(3 MeV )

3He+ n(2.5 MeV )

4.0 MeV 35 keV

3.25 MeV 35 keV

D + 3He → 4He+ p (14.7 MeV) 18.2 MeV 30 keV

Table 1.1: The fusion reactions of primary research interest [48].

energy[12]. However for fusion, the cross sections tends to decrease with decreasing energy due

to the mutual repulsion of the reacting ions. This fact is the largest single factor that makes

fusion reactions much more difficult to produce than fission reactions.

When a gas is heated to thermonuclear temperatures on the order of 108 K, a significant

number of particles in the gas will have sufficient energy to tunnel through the coulomb barrier

and produce a fusion reaction. At these temperatures the nuclei and electrons of the gas have

separated, forming a new state of matter called a plasma. The energy released in these reactions

will heat the plasma further and hence sustain the fusion reactions occurring within it. This

process occurs naturally in stars and is the fundamental source of most of the energy on the

earth due to the energy from the sun.

Only a small number of the possible fusion reactions are candidates for energy research

because of the high threshold energies required and corresponding energy output (see Table

1.1). Generally, the more stable the end product, the larger the energy released in the reaction.

The deuterium - tritium (D-T) reaction is the reaction of choice for most fusion reactor designs

because of its large energy output and relatively low threshold energy. A disadvantage is that

such a large portion of the product energy leaves with the neutron, which is in a form that

requires further technical infrastructure that has yet to be developed for energy recovery from

the neutrons. Nuclear fission is quite advantageous in this respect because most of the reaction

energy is given to the kinetic energy of the fission fragments making it easy to extract, which is

technically less challenging than extraction of energy from neutrons, and is a current technology

used in nuclear power plants.

The source of energy released in nuclear reactions is the nuclear binding energy. A stable

bound system must have a lower potential energy in its bound configuration than its constituent

parts. It is equivalent to the energy required to disassemble a nucleus into its free unbound

neutrons and protons. When two light nuclei combine in a fusion reaction to form a product

nucleus, the difference in binding energies is released either as gamma radiation or as the kinetic

energy of the products. The binding energy per nucleon curve is shown in Figure 1.1 and reaches

its maximum around 62Ni, 58Fe and 56Fe, after which fusion becomes an endothermic reaction.

The energy released is much larger than chemical reactions because the binding energy of

the nucleus is much larger than the binding energy of electrons to a nucleus. For example, the
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Figure 1.1: The binding energy per nucleon of some common isotopes. Data from [9].

typical energy of ionisation is on the order of eV’s compared with the MeV’s released in fusion.

Even when compared with fission, the energy density released is many times greater in fusion.

Fusion reactions produce far greater energies per unit mass even though individual fission events

are generally much more energetic than a fusion event. Only direct conversion of mass to energy

is more energetic per unit of mass than fusion.

1.1.1 Fusion Reaction Rate

The reaction rate per unit volume can be expressed as:

R = n1n2〈σv〉12 (1.1)

where n1 and n2 are the number densities of the two fuel species and 〈σv〉12 is the fusion

reactivity, and σ is the cross section for fusion reactions. In thermonuclear fusion there will

typically be a distribution of particle energies described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

n(v) ∝ e−mv2/2kT (1.2)

where n(v)v2dv gives the relative probability of finding a particle with speed between v and

v+dv in a collection of particles in thermal equilibrium with temperature T [12]. The fusion cross

section can be adapted from basic expressions for nuclear cross sections including the standard

1/v term, and a barrier penetration factor to account for the probability of quantum tunnelling.

Hence we arrive at the fusion reactivity averaged over all energies.

〈σv〉 ∝
∫ ∞

0

1

v
e−2Ge−mv2/2kT v2dv (1.3)
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significant fusion reactions [7, 10, 14].

1.2 Magnetic Confinement Schemes

A fusion plasma at thermonuclear energies cannot easily be contained in any material chamber

because when allowed to come in contact with the walls, the plasma will sputter away wall

material, removing energy from the plasma and potentially damaging the confining structure.

Furthermore, the eroded wall material acts as an impurity that radiates away a large fraction of

the plasma energy, rapidly quenching the plasma. Magnetic confinement concepts centre around

the idea that charged particles will gyrate around magnetic field lines. In a sufficiently large

magnetic field, the radius of gyration can be very small such that drift motion of particles is

constrained along magnetic field lines. The study of magnetic confinement devices is split on

the basis of the confining magnetic field geometry in to two configurations, either open or closed

systems.

1.2.1 Closed (toroidal) confinement systems

Magnetic field lines can be configured to loop back on themselves, and hence be completely

closed systems, by carefully choosing the spatial arrangement of magnetic coils. The simplest

configuration is the torus where many individual magnetic coils from a solenoid are bent around

in a closed loop to make a toroidal magnetic field (see Figure 1.3). In principle, charged particles

will follow the field lines and be confined within the torus indefinitely. However the spatial non-

uniformity created by bending the field lines leads to uneven forces during the gyration of the

particle about a field line. This results in a drift force known as grad B (∇ ~B) drift, which causes

the particles to drift out radially towards the outer wall.

Particle loss due to grad B drift is countered by the superposition of a poloidal magnetic
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Figure 1.3: The closed magnetic fieldline geometry of a Tokamak [47, 48].

field on top of the toroidal magnetic field, resulting in a helical magnetic field geometry. In

the tokamak configuration, the plasma acts as the secondary of a step down transformer, and

external coils are used to induce a current in the plasma in the toroidal direction. This induced

plasma current creates the poloidal magnetic field to confine the plasma and prevent it from

reaching the vessel walls.

The unique combination of magnetic fields utilised in the Tokamak has proven highly suc-

cessful in confining plasmas with temperatures over 1 million degrees. The Joint European

Torus holds the record for fusion power attained with Q = 0.62 at 16MW [11]. ITER is a signif-

icant international collaboration which aims to be the first magnetic confinement system with

a Q > 10.

Perhaps the biggest hindrance to the development of the Tokamak has been the discovery

of various instabilities that weaken its confining properties. Instabilities can arise because the

plasma itself creates magnetic and electric fields which counteract the confining magnetic field.

As a consequence, the size of the vessel required for power gain has steadily increased to combat

the instabilities in Tokamak plasmas. The current design for the next generation Tokamak,

ITER, has a plasma radius on the order of 6 m with no currently known physics that can result

in the miniaturisation of the design, placing severe limitations on the application, economics

and portability of the Tokamak as a power source. The Tokamak will likely be successful as the

first large scale fusion power-plant, but may never have the scalability and wide applicability

originally intended by its designers.
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1.2.2 Open (mirror) confinement systems

It may seem counter-intuitive to use an open magnetic field system for plasma confinement since

the fieldlines appear to guide the gyrating particles out of the trap. However, open magnetic

field systems can still confine charged particles by creating a magnetic well[47]. These magnetic

well configurations utilise conservation of energy and the magnetic moment to create constraints

on the particle motion along a fieldline. This effect is known as the magnetic mirror effect.

Mirror Machines

The simplest magnetic mirror device is created by using two solenoidal coils in a magnetic field

configuration known as the Magnetic Mirror Machine, see Figure 1.4 for an annotated example.

The maximum magnetic field, Bmax, is produced on the axes of the two magnetic field coils

located at ±xmax. On any field line between the two coils, the field strength decreases to a

minimum, Bmin, at the centre of the device. If the spatial variation of the magnetic field,

|∇B/B|, is small compared with the radius of gyration rg,

rg|
∇B

B
| � 1, (1.4)

then the magnetic moment, µ, is an approximate constant of motion. From elementary elec-

trodynamics we know that magnetic forces do no work, and thus the kinetic energy (KE) of

a particle must remain constant if no other forces act. For the purposes of understanding the

mirror reflection effect it is convenient to split the KE into velocity terms perpendicular and

parallel to the applied magnetic field.

KE =
1

2
m[v2‖(x) + v2⊥(x)] = constant (1.5)

The magnetic moment is

µ =
mv2⊥(x)

2B(x)
, (1.6)

which is a constant of motion providing condition 1.4 is satisfied. These expressions can be

combined to yield the relationship between the velocity of a particle along a field line, the

magnetic field strength along the field line, and the constants of motion of the particles [47],

v2‖(x) =
2

m
[KE − µB(x)]. (1.7)

For the initial conditions of a given particle, if the magnetic field B becomes sufficiently

large along x such that B(x) = KE/µ then v‖ = 0, meaning that the component of velocity

along the magnetic field is zero and the particle is reflected at the point x back along the field

line. Hence, it is possible to confine a particle indefinitely in a magnetic well if its constants of

motion constrain the particles orbit to bounce between the peak magnetic field points.

The velocity space for particles inside a mirror machine field can be divided into classes

of particles that will either be confined indefinitely or escape on a single transit. It is more
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Figure 1.4: The two main open magnetic field confinement geometries [47]. On the left is the sim-

plest magnetic mirror geometry known as the mirror machine, constructed from two solenoidal

coils centred on the cylindrical symmetry axis. Both coils have currents running parallel to each

other in the same direction. The direction of the field gradient, ∇B, is indicated for the two

important field locations, near the coils and near the middle of the device. The coordinates used

in the derivation of the magnetic mirror effect, v‖ and v⊥, are indicated. Directly below the plot

of the mirror machine field lines is a plot of the magnitude of the field, |B|, along the cylindrical

axis. The important locations of the field Bmax and Bmin are marked. On the right is a plot of

the related open field geometry, the minimum B cusp, which has a very similar construction ex-

cept that the magnetic fields in the two coils now oppose each other. The resulting cusped field

structure is more MHD stable than the mirror machine because of its favourable field gradient

orientation. See text for more details.
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significant to know whether a given particle will be reflected at all, rather than knowing where

exactly along a fieldline the reflection will take place. Therefore, we can divide the velocity

space into the trajectory confinement classes by considering the extreme case of a particle that

is exposed to the full magnetic field gradient (i.e. from x0 to xmax) and is reflected when

v‖(xmax) = 0. These values are substituted into equations 1.6 and 1.7 to give

v⊥(x0) = ±
(
Bmax

Bmin
− 1

)−1/2

v‖(x0). (1.8)

which defines a straight line through the origin. Since velocity space is actually 3D rather than

2D, this line is revolved around the cylindrically symmetric v‖ axis to define a cone. Any particle

with v‖ and v⊥ components inside the cone are not reflected, and hence this region is known

as the loss cone [47]. The loss cone concept can be applied to any confinement device that has

a magnetic field gradient (e.g. banana orbits in tokamaks). The angle of the loss cone at the

device centre can be related to the magnetic field change over a transit,

αLC(x0) = sin−1

(√
Bmin

Bmax

)
. (1.9)

For the simple mirror machine configuration in Figure 1.4 the particles in the loss cone are

lost immediately. The remaining particles are confined to drift along magnetic flux surfaces,

which are the surfaces of the field lines revolved around the symmetry axis. In principle, if

the flux surfaces do not intersect with any wall material single particles can be confined in the

mirror machine indefinitely.

But when considering a bulk plasma, coulomb collisions will scatter the particles through

velocity space, effectively randomising their magnetic moments. Overtime particles will be

scattered into the loss cone and eventually leave the system. This makes the choice of design

parameters critical to ensure that the loss rate is kept low and there have been many schemes

which attempt to “plug” the holes in the loss cones[55].

This, however, is still insufficient to make the mirror machine into a practical fusion reactor.

This field configuration is unstable to flute instabilities which seriously degrade the confinement

properties. The black arrows in Figure 1.4 show the direction of the magnetic field gradient

∇B when near the coils and near the centre of the device. In normal MHD stable conditions

the kinetic plasma pressure p is balanced by the magnetic pressure B2/2µ0. Near the coils

the plasma is confined on the low side of outermost magnetic field line. If there is a small

perturbation outwards across the field line, the magnetic field is now higher and hence the

higher magnetic pressure force restores the plasma to its stable confinement mode. However,

the field gradient is inverted near the device centre and a perturbation in this region results in

a decrease in the balancing magnetic pressure force and feedback can lead to a rapid growth of

the instability.
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Figure 1.5: Some gridded IEC devices. Reproduced from [25]

Cusps and Minimum B wells

The flute instabilities that present many technical challenges for the mirror machine can be

overcome by creating a “minimum-B” configuration where the field lines are everywhere concave

to the plasma [56–58]. Examples of this configuration include the Joffee bars [42, 1] and the simple

cusp created by two opposing current loops (Figure 1.4). The mirror effect still applies to these

devices even though the magnetic field B → 0 in the null at the centre. Because of the magnetic

null, the magnetic moment is no longer a constant of motion and is instead randomised every

time a particle passes through the null. This effectively means that no particle can be confined

indefinitely in a cusp field. Although these configurations are MHD stable, the loss cones are

actually larger because of an additionally created linear loss region in the centre plane. Again,

many schemes have been applied but none have managed to make a cusp system sufficiently

efficient for fusion power applications [42, 1].

1.3 Inertial Electrostatic Confinement

Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) is a purely electric design that relies on spherically

symmetric electric fields to inertially confine and accelerate ions to thermonuclear energies [19–

21, 23, 24, 29]. Some example devices are shown in Figure 1.5. Typically, the device consists of

two spherically concentric electrodes with the outer electrode being the chamber itself at ground

potential. A gridded inner electrode is floated to a high negative potential which creates a radial

electric field, effectively acting as a potential well. Positive ions that are created in the device are

accelerated down the potential well and converge on the centre of the device at fusion energies.

A portion of the ions arriving at the centre of the device will undergo fusion reactions. The

remaining ions are scattered by the well and pass outside the grid where again they see the

potential well, and are reflected back into the core of the device. These ions are known as the

recirculating current since they can recirculate around the device until they eventually undergo

a fusion reaction or collide with the grid itself and remove energy from the system.

IEC systems offer a number of key advantages over mainstream magnetic confinement fusion

schemes. Three particular advantages stand out in making IEC research relevant and attractive:
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� Plasma Heating - acceleration of the ions by the electric field makes it easy to attain the

temperatures needed for fusion. Magnetic confinement schemes require techniques such as

Neutral Beam Injection (NBI), RF power and Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECRH) to

head the plasma. These technologies can greatly complicate the overall system design and

fundamentally limit the scale of economical fusion operation. By comparison, the ideal

cross-section energies of 10-100 eV can easily be produced through an IEC system with

comparatively simple equipment.

� Stability - non-neutral plasmas are inherently more stable since the electric forces inside

the plasma tend to stabilise against perturbations. IEC based systems tend to be exposed

to a much narrower range of instabilities and hence it might be possible to avoid some of

the major instability issues encountered in D-T Tokamak designs.

� Size and Portability - IEC designs are typically much smaller than any existing magnetic

confinement device. The infrastructure costs associated with IEC are much smaller in

low neutron output applications. Hence IEC devices can be used in many non-electric

applications of fusion that are currently inaccessible to tokamak devices. Some of these

applications are covered in Section 1.4.5.

Gridded IEC devices can achieve typical steady state D-D neutron outputs of 106 - 108

neutrons per second and is actively pursued in both the US [28, 31, 32, 41] and Japan [30,

34]. The outputs already being achieved are suitable for many non-power fusion applications.

However it is currently unlikely that gridded IEC systems will ever become a practical device for

fusion power output due to the following reasons. Because the fusion cross-section is low when

compared with the coulomb collision cross-section, a very high recirculation current is needed to

ensure sufficient numbers of ions undergo fusion for a net energy gain to be produced. However,

because no grid is 100% transparent to ion collisions, most ions are more likely to be lost in

a grid collision long before they undergo a fusion event. Therefore, the major disadvantage of

gridded IEC designs is that they suffer substantial energy loss rates through ion collisions with

the metal grid. Additionally, ion collisions can either destroy the grid completely, or raise the

grid temperature to levels impractical for steady state fusion operation.

The development of an IEC device relevant to fusion energy applications is largely dependant

on solving this grid transparency issue. One of best solutions developed so far is the idea of a

virtual cathode where an electron plasma is confined to produce a region of negative space charge

which in turn confines the ions [19, 23]. The virtual cathode aims to solve the problems of gridded

IEC by making the confinement mechanism 100% transparent to the confined energetic ions.

The ion recirculation current in a virtual cathode would be correspondingly larger because of

the lack of grid collisions, and hence the resulting increase in confinement time leads to a higher

probability of a fusion event occurring before an ion is lost. An increase in the ion confinement

time improves the device efficiency and might eliminate the principle barrier to practical fusion

in an IEC device. The Polywell is one such device that aims to address this issue through the

use of a virtual cathode.
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1.4 The Polywell

1.4.1 The Key Concepts - a Hybrid Device

The Polywell concept [68, 69, 77, 80, 81, 87, 88] is a hybrid device that uniquely combines ideas

from both cusped magnetic confinement fusion [56, 58] and IEC devices [19, 24, 29]. The concept

was invented by Robert Bussard as a magnetic Spherically Convergent Ion Focus (SCIF) device

and has been patented three times[65, 70, 73]. The device aims to create a virtual cathode by

magnetically confining electrons in a quasi spherical cusp magnetic field [80].

Electrons are injected into the Polywell at high energy and are confined by the cusped

magnetic field through the magnetic mirror effect. The confined electrons produce a region

of negative space charge which creates a potential well of sufficient depth to accelerate ions

to fusion relevant energies. Continual injection of electrons ensures that the system remains

electrically non-neutral and balances the loss of electrons escaping from the cusp field. The

magnetic field needed to confine energetic electrons is much less than the corresponding field

needed for confinement of energetic ions because of their vastly different masses. Hence the aim

of a Polywell device is to transfer the problem of energetic ion confinement to that of electron

energy loss through transport across field lines. To produce net power output, the power required

to maintain the virtual cathode must be less than the fusion power produced by the converging

ions.

Cusp Confinement and the Wiffle Ball Mode

The unique magnetic field configuration of the Polywell is created by pairs of opposing current

loops, each creating a cusp (see Figure 1.6). In the cube configuration each pair of cusps is centred

on a Cartesian axis such that each coil sits on a face of the cube. The opposing contributions

from each coil cancel out in the centre of the device creating a magnetic null point. The resulting

field acts like a magnetic well and contains a combination of point and line cusps.

By using a virtual cathode there is no longer a loss surface embedded within the plasma. The

outer grid that contains the magnetic field coils is effectively isolated by the magnetic field it

creates [69]. The field lines loop around the coils and will deflect electrons from direct collisions

with the magnetic grid. Instead they will recirculate around the device core through mirror effect

collisions until they eventually escape the device. In this configuration, the electron population

is confined by the magnetic mirror effect with a reflection coefficient ∝ 1/B [69, 43, 55].

However, the electron confinement can be further improved over normal cusp confinement

by increasing the electron density such that a high β condition is reached, where β = pe/pm is

the ratio of plasma kinetic pressure, pe, to the vacuum magnetic field pressure pm.

β =
pe

B/2µ0
(1.10)

Near the β = 1 condition, the collective diamagnetic effect of the confined electrons is to exclude

the magnetic field from the cusp interior such that a well defined sheath is formed, separating the

high field exterior from the interior region [64]. The diamagnetic effect distorts the magnetic field
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Figure 1.6: A high level view of the Polywell concept [80]. On the left is a plot of the Polywell

magnetic field, which is closely related to the biconic cusp field in Figure 1.4. The Polywell

magnetic field is created through six pairs of coils, each centred on the face of a cube. Shown

in the figure is a slice through the x− y plane of the coils, and hence only four of the coils can

be seen. Each pair of coils are in opposition to create a three dimensional point cusp system

(covered in Chapter 2). Electrons are injected into the cusped field through the coil faces where

they are confined initially through mirror reflection and form a virtual cathode. The build up of

negative space charge results in a deep potential well which can in turn trap ions. An illustration

of the potential well is shown on the right side of this figure.
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in the cusps such that a smaller loss area is presented to electrons inside the device, creating a

quasi-spherical magnetic field, known as the “Wiffle Ball” (WB) [69]. Magnetic Mirror reflection

still occurs in the cusps but the WB effect adds additional reflection effects such that the cusp

reflection coefficient becomes ∝ 1/B2 [67]. However, experimental evidence for the WB mode is

yet to be published.

The cusp geometry utilised in the Polywell is known to be inherently magnetohydrodynam-

ically stable because the field lines are everywhere convex toward the plasma [49, 51]. However

it may not be immune to kinetic instabilities such as the loss cone instability or two-stream

instability. The dominate energy loss mechanism is anticipated to be collisional scattering and

direct propagation of electrons through the confining cusps.

The plasma in the Polywell is required to be far from thermal equilibrium and at a minimum

the ion velocity distribution must be far from Maxwellian[80]. Electron orbits must be dominated

by cusp confinement and constrained to a small volume within the device. By contrast, ion orbits

should be comparable to the device size such that their motion is dominated by the electrostatic

potential well created by the electrons. The fusion products are more energetic than the fuel

ions, and are also heavier in mass. Hence the fusion products are expected to have orbits larger

than the device and easily escape the cusp field. Because the fusion products do not deposit their

energy into the Polywell plasma, the Polywell cannot achieve ignition. Instead the Polywell is

more analogous to a power amplifier (Pelectric in gives Pfusion out) [66]. For reactions in which the

fusion products are also charged ions, direct conversion of charged particle energy to electricity

is an attractive method of extracting the fusion power[80].

Power Losses and Fusion Power Density

Synchrotron radiation is potentially a significant power loss mechanism in any confinement

system that utilises magnetic fields and charged particles. In the case of the Polywell, the ion

contribution to Synchrotron radiation is expected to be negligible because the ions are at their

lowest energy when the magnetic field is highest, and vice versa [68]. For electrons the situation

is reversed, and hence the electron population is expected to emit Synchrotron radiation at the

edge of the electron plasma in the high beta region. However, because this emission region is

small compared to the overall size of the device, Synchrotron losses are small compared to the

power injected into the system and hence can be neglected [68].

Bremsstrahlung is a similar radiation loss mechanism, and predominantly originates from

the acceleration of electrons by ions. Unlike Synchrotron radiation, Bremsstrahlung cannot be

neglected and is expected to be a significant factor in determining whether or not the Polywell

can break even. Electron-ion Bremsstrahlung is largest in the device centre where the densities of

both species are highest. The ratio of Bremsstrahlung to fusion power determines the minimum

electrostatic well depth required for fusion power to exceed Bremsstrahlung losses.

Just as is the case for Tokamak confinement systems [16], the upper limit of confined fusion

particle density is governed by the pressure balance β, which in the case of the Polywell is the
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β = 1 condition [72]. To maintain magnetic pressure balance, the electron density limit becomes

βB2 = neEe (1.11)

where ne is the electron density and Ee is the electron injection energy. To maintain non-

neutrality and sustain the electrostatic potential well, only a small difference in the species

densities is required and hence ne ≈ ni, where ni is the ion density at the device edge. Fur-

thermore, because ions move radially in the potential well, the ion density varies ∝ 1/r2 as

ions converge on the core at the device centre with core radius rc expressed as a fraction of

the device radius Rd, < rc >= rc/Rd. Therefore the ion density in the core can be written as

nc = ne/ < rc >
2 [72]. In fusion systems where the reactants are the same species and approxi-

mately monoenergetic, the fusion power is proportional to the reactant density squared and the

reaction volume. The reaction volume scales as Vc ∝ r3c ∝< rc >
3 R3

d and therefore the fusion

power scaling can be approximated as

Pfusion ∝ n2
c < rc >

3 R3
d ∝

β2B4R3
d

< rc >
, (1.12)

which gives the same approximate fusion power scaling as a neutral maxwellian plasma confined

in a Tokamak magnetic field geometry [16]. Therefore a Polywell would be an attractive design

for commercial fusion power applications if its base system size can be made smaller than that

currently needed for DEMO, the first anticipated commercial Tokamak design.

This analysis highlights the difference between the closed toroidal confinement schemes and

the Polywell design. The toroidal systems confine neutral fusion plasmas with magnetic pressure,

with loss rates governed by ion transport. In contrast, the Polywell uses magnetic pressure to

confine the high energy injected electrons at the device surface, with the electron energy being

converted to ion energy in the device core. The ratio of typical magnetic pressures in the two

different confinement schemes is approximately equal to
√
me/mi, the square root of the ratio

of electron to ion masses [72]. Because electron confinement generally requires a lower magnetic

pressure than that for an equivalent neutral plasma, the inherent technology levels required (i.e.

superconducting coils VS water cooled copper wires) are expected to be lower [72].

1.4.2 Experimental Polywells

The majority of experimental Polywell research has been undertaken by one company, EMC2,

that has a non-disclosure IP protection policy and, therefore, any of their experimental results

are usually only published in non-peer reviewed internal reports. Consequently, this section will

only summarise some of the key results from work that has been published in the peer reviewed

literature. In addition, this review will not cover any current research work being carried out

commercially (for example, WB7 and WB8).

Between 1994 and 2006 at least 10 different experimental Polywell designs were constructed

by Robert Bussard’s research company, EMC2 [69, 75]. The experimental parameters for a subset

of the devices is presented in Table 1.2. The first Polywell built, HEPS, was built in conjunction
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Device Rd Bface Einj Iinj Notes

HEPS 93 cm 0.35 T 15 keV 5-10 A closed box configuration

PZLx-1 3 cm 3.5 T 15 keV 10 A hydromagnetic stability tests

WB1 5 cm 0.08 T 1-2 keV 4-5 A solid state magnets → big line cusps

WB2 5 cm 0.13 T 1-2 keV 4 A copper coils, cusp confinement study

WB3 10 cm 0.24 T 15 keV 3 A larger version of WB3

WB4 15 cm 0.5 T 15-30 keV 2-4 A 106 n/s

WB6 15 cm 0.13 T 12.5 keV 40 A 109 n/s, s ≈ 1.4, conformal coil formers

Table 1.2: The parameters of a subset of EMC2’s experimental Polywell devices, where Rd is

the device radius and Bface is the peak magnetic field in the the coil face. Einj and Iinj are the

injected electron energy and current respectively. All parameters are only sample data points

taken from available publications [67, 69, 81].

with DARPA and is the largest device built to date with the highest power input. The device

demonstrated deep potential wells of up to 10 keV, at 80% of the injected electron energy [81].

However the device used a closed box configuration which meant that the metal surfaces in the

corners and coil faces were not magnetically isolated and hence acted as collectors leading to

higher electron losses than expected.

The early WB devices experimented with electron trapping in a number of different cusped

magnetic field designs with varying degrees of success. WB1 used permanent annulus magnets,

and thus had large linear line cusps exhibiting losses similar to the line cusps of the biconic spindle

cusp [69]. This resulted in large electron losses but demonstrated basic electron trapping.

WB2-4 all used copper wire coils for creating the magnetic field and featured open coil faces

and corners, allowing recirculation of the electron current without large metal loss surfaces.

These devices were used to study potential well formation and the changes in cusp confinement

with varying magnetic field intensity and drive conditions [69]. These machines also demon-

strated that the machine itself could act as an electron extraction grid from electron sources

located on the cusp axes. PZLx-1 was designed to prove the hydromagnetic stability of a plasma

in a cusped magnetic field, derived theoretically by Berkowitz [49, 51].

WB5 was another closed box design with the magnet coils mounted on the exterior of the

vacuum chamber. The experimental design resulted in excessive electron losses to the uninsu-

lated metal surfaces. Floating ceramic repeller plates were used to plug some of the line cusps

and resulted in reduced electron losses by a factor of 2.5, but consequently led to an increase in

the ion loss rate [69]. This is because in electric confinement schemes, modifications to improve

the confinement of one species with an electric field tend to decrease the confinement of the

other species.

WB6 was the final machine employing all the best features of the previous devices. It was an

uncooled, pulsed coil device, producing peak magnetic fields of 0.13 T in the coil faces. Electrons

were injected at energies of 12.5 keV with a current of up to 40 A. These conditions produced
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potential wells as deep as 10 kV. The coil formers were toroidal to be conformal with the coils

magnetic field and magnetically insulate the biased grid. Additionally, the Polywell structure

minimised any connecting metal surfaces that could act as loss surfaces for electrons, instead

allowing for a high degree of recirculation around the device. This design resulted in a high

grid transparency and hence improved overall electron confinement. The research with WB6

culminated in a claimed neutron count of 109 n/s [69], but ultimately the device was destroyed

through a coil shorting event that resulted in a destructive failure of the structure.

1.4.3 PIC Simulations

Particle In Cell (PIC) simulations have been carried out by Rogers [82–85] and Kazemyzade [79]

with the commercial OOPIC package [2, 3, 17]. Rogers has simulated potential well formation as

a function of injected electron and ion current as well as magnetic field strength [84, 85]. Potential

well formation has been simulated with a number of different fuel combinations including D-D

and p-11B (discussed in section 1.4.4), with simulations showing deep potential wells ∼80% of

the Polywell bias can be achieved, supporting the experimental claims of Bussard and Krall [81].

Rogers has done a simulation of the break-even radius of a p-11B Polywell finding the required

Rd > 6.6 m [82]. Rogers has also performed a conceptual design study for a US$250k D-D

experimental Polywell with an Rd ' 25 cm (50 cm diameter device) [83].

Kazemyzade et. al. [79] have used OOPIC to simulate a D-D Polywell and considered the

variation in potential well depth with increasing magnetic intensity. By considering two case

studies they showed that increasing the magnetic field can actually lead to a decrease in the

overall potential well depth. It is conjectured that this phenomena occurred because the increase

in magnetic field led to an increase in the electron dwell time that subsequently led to greater

ion confinement. Although improved ion confinement is desired for Polywell fusion, increasing

the ion confinement beyond the limit required for maintaining non-neutrality will greatly reduce

the depth of the potential well. Thus, the simulations demonstrated the need to balance the

magnetic field intensity with other device parameters such as injected electron and ion current

[79].

1.4.4 Advanced Fuels

A number of advanced fuels are aneutronic, that is they do not produce neutrons. The D-D

and D-T reactions in Table 1.1 are the most studied because their reaction cross-sections occur

at much lower energies than the advanced fuels shown in Table 1.3. D-D and D-T reactions

are generally considered the first generation fusion fuels because of the difficulties in heating

fusion plasmas to the energies required for using advanced fuels [111]. In the long term, it would

be better to switch to advanced aneutronic fuels, eliminating issues associated with neutron

radiation damage such as neutron activation of structural materials, biological shielding and

remote handling.

Additionally, advanced fuels have the potential to utilise direct energy conversion [112–

114, 116]. The bulk of the energy produced in the fusion of advanced fuels is carried away in
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D + 3He → 4He(3.6MeV ) + p(14.7MeV )

p+ 11B → 34He+ γ(8.7MeV )

D + 6Li → 24He+ γ(22.4MeV )

p+ 6Li → 4He(1.7MeV ) + 3He(2.3MeV )
3He+ 6Li → 24He+ p+ γ(16.9MeV )
3He+ 3He → 4He+ 2p+ γ(12.9MeV )

p+ 7Li → 24He+ γ(17.2MeV )

p+ 15N → 12C + 4He+ γ(5.0MeV )

Table 1.3: Some advanced fuel fusion reactions.

the kinetic energy of charged product particles instead of neutrons. Direct energy conversion

schemes involve directly extracting the kinetic energy of the products, such as making them do

work against an electric field[113, 114].

These techniques could result in unprecedented gains in efficiency of energy conversion, and

a substantial reduction in the infrastructure setup costs [110, 114, 115]. D-T fusion neutrons

require a traditional thermal cycle to boil water and produce steam which subsequently does

work on a turbine. Preliminary studies show direct energy conversion technologies could be

significantly cheaper than the infrastructure required for a thermal cycle.

The Polywell is uniquely able to utilise advanced fuels for two reasons. First because heating

the plasma ions to the high temperatures needed is trivially achieved by scaling up the accel-

erating potential well depth [68]. Toroidal magnetic confinement schemes are primarily limited

to operating with D-T fuels because of the current limitations on heating with Neutron Beam

Injection (NBI) techniques (and more importantly, due to the larger Bremsstrahlung losses at

higher maxwellian temperatures). Although the heating with NBI and other techniques may

become less technically challenging in the future, it is unlikely to be as simple as it is in the

Polywell.

Second, the relative scale of charged particle orbits in the Polywell is determined by their

charge to mass ratio. If for a given magnetic field strength the reactant ions have orbits on the

scale of the device size, the product ions have orbits much larger than the device because of

their high energy and easily escape from the confining cusp field [80]. They will not deposit their

energy in the plasma and hence the Polywell is not an ignition device.

1.4.5 Non-electrical Applications of Polywell Fusion Research

Although electricity generation is the primary end goal of fusion research, there are a number

of non-electrical applications that are usually overlooked. These other commercial applications

may not have the society wide impact that fusion power could have, but they could significantly

impact the public image and funding available for fusion [119]. The public image of fusion is low

because the promise of fusion has thus far failed to deliver a commercial power plant after 60
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years of research.

Commercial applications can improve the public image of fusion and also inject funding and

investment from the private sector into small scale projects with realistic near-term outcomes

[117]. In this way it may be possible to build up momentum and continued public support

for fusion energy research through ITER and DEMO [118, 124]. Studies by the University

of Wisconsin IEC group identified five unique products that fusion plasmas can sell to the

commercial sector [119–122] :

� high energy neutrons (2-14 MeV)

� thermal neutrons

� high energy protons (3-15 MeV)

� electromagnetic radiation (microwave to x-rays to γ rays)

� high energy electrons coupled with photons to provide ultrahigh heat fluxes.

Neutron sources are likely to be the quickest technologies to market because some of the ap-

plications require neutron rates on slightly higher than currently produced. Some applications

of neutron sources include the production of radio isotopes for medical imaging and cancer treat-

ments [123], the destruction of long lived fission products [119], and the detection of landmines

and other explosives[119].

1.5 Criticism of the Polywell Concept

A number of critique’s of the Polywell IEC have emerged and a few of the most significant criti-

cisms will be briefly reviewed. The three concepts that are challenged the most are ion/electron

thermalisation, ion core convergence, and the degree of electron losses through the point cusps.

1.5.1 Ion Thermalisation

The Polywell device requires the ion distribution function to be approximately monoenergetic to

take advantage of the resonances in the fusion cross-section for maximising Pfusion/Pbrem. Both

Nevins [33] and Rider [35–37] have examined the Polywell concept and concluded it will not be

possible to maintain a monoenergetic ion distribution long enough for a significant portion of

the ion population to undergo fusion before relaxation to a maxwellian.

Rider has modified the Spitzer ion-electron energy transfer rate for the case when the ion

temperature Ti is significantly higher than the electron temperature Te, and found that as Ti/Te

increases the heat transfer rate decreases to around 60-80% of its classical value [37]. Rider goes

on to conclude that “since the ion distributions are essentially Maxwellian and the ion-electron

heat transfer rate is not greatly modified from the Spitzer value, one will obtain results already

familiar for other fusion reactors” [35]. The resulting Bremsstrahlung radiation losses prevent
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net energy production in all fuels except D-T, D-D, and D-3He. Hence, Rider concludes that

passive methods of maintaining non-equilibrium are inadequate unless one uses active external

cooling/heating [35].

Rider has also investigated ways of actively maintaining a monoenergetic non-equilibrium

distribution [36]. Due to coulomb collisions, a certain number of particles nfast will gain an

amount of energy ∆Efast on a timescale tfast. To keep the energy distribution monoenergetic,

the excess energy of the nfast particles gained in collisions must be extracted and given to

particles that were collisionaly down-scattered, which is defined as the recirculating power Precirc.

Rider shows that Precirc is always > Pfus, and therefore, on the basis that such a mechanism for

power recirculation will never be 100% efficient, break even with advanced fuels is not possible

[36]. Nevins has made similar conclusions [33].

However these results directly contradict the analysis of Rosenberg and Krall [86], who

showed that when the ions are able to transit the device in a single collision time two body col-

lisions can actually passively maintain a non-maxwellian ion-velocity distribution. They showed

that collisions in the edge layer can maintain a non-maxwellian distribution in the device inte-

rior on time scales longer than the small angle scattering time, which would normally have been

sufficient to produce a local maxwellian. If this effect can be experimentally proven it would

allow the Polywell to passively maintain non-equilibrium.

1.5.2 Core Convergence and Ion Defocusing

Dolan has questioned the degree of ion focusing possible in the Polywell, and the attainable core

convergence radius [76]. As the electron density increases, electron diamagnetic currents push

the magnetic surfaces outwards producing a sharp magnetic boundary. Dolan argued that since

electrons flow easily along field lines, the variation of electrostatic potential along field lines is

relatively gradual. Contours of electrostatic potential would tend to be similar to those of the

magnetic flux surfaces. As ions leave the central core, they would be reflected from the convex

boundary layer which could increase the core focus radius rc.

Bussard argues that this analysis is incorrect because ions approaching the edge region are at

lower energy than in the core due to climbing up the potential well [71]. At the edge, collisions

isopotrize the ions but their energies remain the same. Thus the only way ions can acquire

transverse momentum and continuously defocus the core is through core maxwellianisation and

energy upscattering, which spread the edge region and reduce isopotrization. However this would

only be a problem if the ion lifetime is too long. Furthermore, Bussard has argued that it is

incorrect to assert that equipotential lines will follow the magnetic field lines because electrons

are not confined to field lines as in other magnetic confinement systems because of the magnetic

null region [71]. Therefore, the degree of attainable ion focusing will be related to the sphericity

of the electrostatic equipotential surfaces[78].
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1.5.3 Electron Cusp Losses

The electron loss rate essentially determines the power balance of a Polywell reactor. A num-

ber of previously explored cusped systems have exhibited a cusp leakage loss rate that is not

significantly better than that of the biconic spindle cusp, and hence probably not useful for a

break even fusion reactor [42, 60, 62]. For the Polywell to be competitive it must be able to

produce a cusp leakage rate substantially lower than other cusped fusion devices. Theoretically

it is claimed that the Polywell can outperform existing cusp devices through the use of diamag-

netic effects [69, 80] and space charge plugging [77]. Experimental verification of these ideas is

necessary for the Polywell to become an attractive concept for further fusion research.

1.6 Aims of the Thesis

This thesis aims to characterise and measure potential well formation in a low beta Polywell, and

study its relationship to the magnetic field structure. Chapter 2 will explore the characteristics

of the fundamental underlying vacuum magnetic field. We will examine how the magnetic field

structure changes with coil current, radius and coil spacing, such that we can build on these

relationships to formulate a general model for low beta confinement in a Polywell. We will

also explore the symmetry between confinement behaviour in a magnetic spindle cusp and the

Polywell such that the Polywell can be modelled as a series of point cusps. The ultimate goal

is that by understanding confinement in low beta operation, future researchers can extend the

model into the β = 1 case and thus answer questions about electron losses from the magnetic

cusps, which will ultimately determine if the Polywell can be a useful fusion device.

Chapter 3 will describe the experiment equipment and methods used in the subsequent

chapters. The first experimental device is discussed in Chapter 4 and aims to obtain at least

qualitative validity of the Polywell concept in establishing a potential well. The first Polywell

design will test all aspects of the experimental setup such as device construction, power supply

construction and integration with the system as well as electron injection. A floating potential

probe will be used to measure potential well formation as a function magnetic field strength,

background gas pressure and electron injection parameters.

Last, in Chapter 5 we will adapt orbital limited motion theory to obtain a biased Langmuir

probe diagnostic that is uniquely designed for operation in a low beta Polywell. The new

diagnostic will be used to examine a number of case studies with the aim of showing that the

Polywell is operating as intended. The biased probe will aim to measure the spatial profile of the

plasma potential and its dependence on a number of experimental parameters such as magnetic

field intensity and injected electron energy and current. Developing a unique diagnostic for the

Polywell may allow us to answer questions about issues related to thermalisation and electron

cusp losses raised by critics of the Polywell.



Chapter 2

Magnetic Fields

The aim of this chapter is to characterise the spatial structure of the magnetic field as a function

of coil current, radius and coil spacing, in such a way that allows a detailed understanding of its

underlying confinement properties. The trajectories of single electrons in this field structure will

be analysed as representative of the confinement behaviour in a low-beta electron plasma where

single particle behaviour may dominate. This information allows the formation of a general

model of confinement in the Polywell including predicted loss rates, and general guidelines for

the construction of future experimental devices. Additionally, this model can be compared with

other cusp systems as an indicator of relative performance and capability. Lastly, we derive

an approximate expression for the magnetic fields in a simplified Polywell system for use in

developing a more detailed theory.

2.1 Single Current Loops

The full expressions for the magnetic field in the Polywell can be obtained from the superposition

of the contributions from each single current loop. Hence it is necessary to start the analysis

with the expressions for a single current loop. The derivation of the magnetic field due to a

single current loop is shown here for completeness and follows the derivation laid out by Good

[50], starting with the Biot-Savart Law [52, 53]

~B =
µ0I

4π

∮
d~l× ~r

r3
, (2.1)

where I is the current in the loop and d~l is the differential wire element in the direction of the

current. ~r is the displacement vector from the wire element to the point where the field is being

calculated. The coordinates for this system are shown in Figure 2.1. The components of d~l and

~r are found from trigonometry.

For a single current loop centred on the origin of the z axis in cylindrical coordinates, the

radial ρ and z axis components of d~l and ~r are [50]

d~l = ad~φ (2.2)

= −a sinφdφ ~̂ρ+ a cosφdφ
~̂
φ (2.3)

~r = (ρ− a cosφ) ~̂ρ− a sinφ
~̂
φ+ z ~̂z (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: The cylindrical coordinate system being used. Redrawn from Good [50].

Using these expressions the cross product term can be evaluated to give

d~l× ~r = (az cosφ) dφ ~̂ρ+ az sinφdφ
~̂
φ+ (a2 − aρ cosφ) dφ~̂z, (2.5)

and therefore we can now split the Biot-Savart Law into three components, one for each co-

ordinate.

Bρ =
2µ0I

4π

∫ π

0

az cosφ

(z2 + a2 + ρ2 − 2aρ cosφ)3/2
dφ (2.6)

Bφ =
2µ0I

4π

∫ π

0

az sinφ

(z2 + a2 + ρ2 − 2aρ cosφ)3/2
dφ (2.7)

Bz =
2µ0I

4π

∫ π

0

a2 − aρ cosφ

(z2 + a2 + ρ2 − 2aρ cosφ)3/2
dφ (2.8)

Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the single current loop, the Bφ component must integrate

to 0. The other two can be solved using the known elliptical integral identities [50]

∫ π

0

dφ

(b± cosφ)3/2
=

m

2− 2m

√
2mE(m) (2.9)∫ π

0

± cosφdφ

(b± cosφ)3/2
=

√
2mK(m)− 2−m

2− 2m

√
2mE(m) (2.10)

where m = 2
1+b . We now use equations (2.9) and (2.10) to find an expression for Bρ.

Bρ =
−µ0Iaz

2π

1

(2aρ)3/2

∫ π

0

− cosφdφ

(b− cosφ)3/2

=
µ0Iz

2π

√
m

4aρ3

[
2−m

2− 2m
E(m)−K(m)

]
(2.11)
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where

b =
z2 + a2 + ρ2

2aρ
(2.12)

m =
4aρ

z2 + (a+ ρ)2
(2.13)

The integral for Bz evaluates to

Bz =
µ0I

2π(2aρ)3/2

[
a2
∫ π

0

dφ

(b− cosφ)3/2
− aρ

∫ π

0

cosφdφ

(b− cosφ)3/2

]
(2.14)

=
µ0I

2π

√
m

4aρ3

[
ρK(m) +

am− ρ(2−m)

2− 2m
E(m)

]
.

The functions E(m) and K(m) are the complete Elliptic integrals of the first and second

kind respectively, and are only defined for 0 < m < 1. m is zero on the axis of the coil, and is

therefore also zero for all six Polywell coils at the centre of the magnetic well. m goes to 1 in

the vicinity of the conducting coil wires.

The total magnetic field at the centre of a coil (ρ = 0, z = 0) can only be in the z direction

due to cylindrical symmetry. Furthermore, the radial component of the magnetic field must

always be zero in the plane of the coil, i.e Bρ = 0 at z = 0. Both of these limits can be

confirmed by applying limit analysis to equations (2.11) and (2.14).

2.2 Six Polywell coils

The full magnetic field in the Polywell can be obtained from the superposition of the contri-

butions from each current loop. Since we are neglecting the higher order Polywell geometries

and limiting the analysis to the cube configuration we can make further use of the underlying

symmetry in the device. Because each Cartesian axis is orthogonal, each pair of loops centred

on the same axis will contribute one of the Bρ or Bz terms in a given Cartesian coordinate, but

never both. In a higher order geometry this would not be true and both terms would need to be

considered. This can be shown by considering the six loop contributions to the total magnetic

field in the x̂ coordinate. Each coil has the two field contributions Bρ and Bz, where Bz is now

aligned with the axis on which each loop is centred. For the two loops centred on the x̂ axis, each

loop contributes a Bz term to the total field in the x̂ direction. The radial Bρ components of

these two x̂ axis loops are always perpendicular to the x̂ axis, hence they make no contribution

to the total field in the x̂ direction.

The four off-axis loops (i.e. the two loop pairs centred on the ŷ and ẑ axes) have Bz

contributions that are always perpendicular to the x̂ axis and hence are not included in the x̂

direction calculation. However each loop will have a Bρ contribution to the x̂ axis. Consequently,

Bρ must be converted into Cartesian coordinates. For example, the radial coordinate, ρxz, in

the xz plane is given by ρxz =
√
x2 + z2 which is used when obtaining the Bρ contribution due

to the loops on the ŷ axis. Therefore, in any given coordinate we expect to see two Bz terms
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Figure 2.2: A diagram of the cube Polywell configuration. The coil radius a and coil spacing

S are marked. Vectors have been used to indicate the positions of the Face, Corner and Edge

regions.
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from the two loops on the same axis, and four Bρ terms from the four off axis loops. Thus, the

equation for the Polywell field in the x̂ direction is

~Bx =

(
Bz(ρyz, x− S) +Bz(ρyz, x+ S) (2.15)

+Bρ(ρxz, y − S)
x

ρxz
+Bρ(ρxz, y + S)

x

ρxz

+Bρ(ρxy, z − S)
x

ρxy
+Bρ(ρxy, z + S)

x

ρxy

)
~̂x

where Bz(ρyz, x − S) means the expression for Bz in Equation 2.14, with ρyz and x − S in

place of the ρ and z coordinates respectively. The parameter S is the loop spacing dimension

shown in Figure 2.2. The general expression for the overall magnetic field can be expressed as

~B = Bx
~̂
i+By

~̂
j +Bz

~̂
k (2.16)

where By and Bz are generated by cyclically permuting the coordinates in Bx, Equation

2.15.

2.3 B Field Structure and Single Particle Trajectories

The resultant magnetic field structure consists of field lines that enter through well defined point

cusps in the loop faces and leave in the gaps between the loops. The magnetic field lines in the

xy plane are shown in Figure 2.3. Note that the magnetic field is everywhere convex towards the

centre of the device, making it inherently MHD stable [68]. Figure 2.4 shows the absolute value

of ~B in the xy plane, revealing its magnetic well structure. The magnitude of the magnetic field

near the null point varies as r3 where r is the radius measured from the magnetic null point.

In principle electrons are confined by reflection from the point cusps if they are outside the

loss cone [69]. However the motion is significantly complicated by the presence of the null point,

which scatters the electrons’ magnetic moment [56]. A sample electron trajectory is shown in

Figure 2.5 where the electron is started in the centre of the device. Initially it is reflected from

a point cusp in one of the faces but is then scattered around the null region in a chaotic way

before eventually returning to its starting point. Figure 2.6 shows the superposition of 10 such

trajectories with randomised starting positions and calculated until they leave the cube region

defined by the six Polywell loops.

The motion shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 is only a slightly more complicated version of

the motion in the comparatively simpler biconic cusp. Theories of biconic cusp confinement

are based on the hypothesis that there exists a critical flux tube separating an outer region of

completely adiabatic orbits from an inner region where every field line passes through a distinctly

non-adiabatic region [57, 58, 63]. Orbits guided by magnetic field lines of the latter type consist

of segments of adiabatic motion near the reflection points, separated by a non-adiabatic portion
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Figure 2.3: The magnetic field lines in the xy plane intersecting four of the six coils. In this

plane there are four point cusps, one centred on each coil face. These have been labelled as

face cusps. Also present are four line cusps, one in each corner in the spacing between the coil

windings. These have been labelled as edge cusps.

Figure 2.4: The magnitude of the magnetic field in the same xy plane as in Figure 2.3, the

magnetic field lines from Figure 2.3 are superimposed over the magnitude plot. It is clear from

this structure that the Polywell creates a magnetic well.
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Figure 2.5: A sample isolated electron trajectory. The electron was initialised at the centre of

the device with an energy of 100 eV and a randomised velocity vector. The coils are not drawn

in the background so as to clarify the different types of motion present. The electron has a

clearly defined magnetic moment in three places where it is reflected from a high field region.

In the central region it has smoother trajectories.

Figure 2.6: A superposition of 10 different electron trajectories. Each electron has a starting

energy of 100 eV and a randomised position and directed velocity. The trajectories are plotted

until the electrons reach the coil’s cube surface, at which point they are considered lost.
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Figure 2.7: A superposition of 10 particles is shown with the magnetic field coils removed for

clarity. The contour where the gyroradius is 10% of the device radius is shown in the thick

dashed line. This contour approximates the boundary between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic

segments of motion.

which randomises the magnetic moment. This hypothesis and the underlying confinement theory

derived from it can be extended to apply to the Polywell magnetic field geometry.

The motion of electrons originating in the centre can be understood by examining the be-

haviour of the electron gyroradius as a function of radius from the central null point. In the

vicinity of the null point the gyroradius changes rapidly. Over a distance of half the device ra-

dius, the gyroradius rg can change from ∞ to ≈ 1 cm. This leads to almost straight trajectories

in the centre of the magnetic well until the electron is turned around at a region of high field

where rg approaches 10% of the device radius. This region is marked in Figure 2.7.

Electrons will be reflected inside the low field region until they eventually enter a point

cusp where the magnetic field is directed radially outwards. As a consequence of this change

in field geometry, the electrons follow the field lines out of the device. Additionally, there is

a transition to a region where the magnetic field changes slowly compared with the electron

gyroradius and the magnetic moment, µ, becomes an adiabatic constant of motion. At this

point the electron motion is completely adiabatic and is reflected if the peak magnetic field

Bpeak > kinetic energy/µ [43]. The magnetic moment of the electron will be scattered each

time it passes through the non-adiabatic region. Consequently, no electron with this class of

trajectory will be confined indefinitely because it will eventually be scattered into a loss cone.

The boundary that separates adiabatic and non-adiabatic segments of motion is described

by the condition for adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment [43]:

rg|
∇B

B
| � 1 (2.17)

This transition is not sharply defined, but occurs over a finite distance. However for the

purposes of this analysis, we have chosen to approximate the transition region by the contour

of rg = 0.1R, where R is the device radius. This is the region marked in Figure 2.7.

The critical flux tube is defined as the set of magnetic field lines that have their minimum

magnetic field point on the adiabatic boundary [57, 63], which is shown as the grey contour in

Figure 2.8. A sample trajectory is shown for the case where the electron is started inside the
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Figure 2.8: The critical flux tube seperating the two types of trajectories is shown as the thick

solid line. The dashed line is the contour where the gyroradius is 10% of the device radius.

Some other example field lines are shown as dotted lines. Trajectory (a) is inside the critical

flux tube and consists of stretches of adiabatic motion seperated by random scattering in the

central non-adiabatic region. Trajectory (b) is completely adiabatic and is indefinitely confined.

Figure 2.9: A 3D isometric view of the single trajectory shown in Figure 2.8 (b). The motion

is completely adiabatic and will be confined indefinitely. Because the magnetic field is not

completely uniform the electron drifts on a constant flux surface around the point cusp. When

the motion is projected in to the xy plane (as in Figure 2.8) the trajectory clearly bounces along

a constant set of field lines.
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critical flux tube. It has clearly defined segments of adiabatic and non-adiabatic motion. For

electrons started outside this flux surface, the motion is completely adiabatic and the electron will

be confined to a given field line. If the peak magnetic field along the field line is Bpeak > KE/µ,

the electron will be confined indefinitely. Because the magnetic field is not uniform the electrons

will drift on the same flux surface around the point cusp. This drift motion is shown in Figure

2.9.

2.4 Point and Line Cusps

Despite having favourable MHD stability properties, the major disadvantage of open-ended

minimum B geometries is the rapid loss of plasma through their loss gaps. The biconic cusp

geometry has two point cusps along the central axis and a wide ring cusp in the central plane

of symmetry [56]. Some mirror devices utilise Joeffe bars to create a cusp that stabilises the

interchange instabilities [42]. However the cusp in this type of device has wide linear loss gaps

between the bars. It has been found that linear loss gaps, here referred to as line cusps, consid-

erably reduce the effectiveness of plasma confinement and form the dominant loss mechanism

from the device [61]. Various attempts to plug the line cusp have included electrostatic repeller

plates, RF power, and simultaneous injection of plasma through the line cusp [44]. However none

of these attempts have succeeded in adequately reducing the rate of loss from the line cusps.

The high-order spherical multipole was developed as a minimum B field configuration that

eliminates the line cusps and consists only of point cusps [61]. Experimental studies compared a

multipole field consisting of 30 point cusps with a conventional spindle cusp and found that the

confinement time was 2.5 times longer in the multipole field [60, 62]. Although the experiment

succeeded in eliminating the line cusps, the overall loss rate is proportional to the number of

individual point cusps, and hence only led to a marginal improvement in overall confinement.

The unique field geometry in the Polywell appears to solve both problems.

The point cusps in each face of the Polywell can be analysed with the conventional theory of

cusp losses. However the structure of the loss region between the coils is far more complicated

and was referred to by Bussard as the “funny cusp” [69]. By analysing the magnitude of the

magnetic field at two crucial points we will show that this region can be treated as eight separate

point cusps if the loop spacing, S, is less than a critical distance.

The simplest starting point is the case where the current loops are all in contact, S = a.

The peak magnetic field in the face point cusp is given by taking the limit of Equation 2.15 as

y & z → 0, and S & x → a.

lim
y,z→0
S,x→a

Bx =
µ0I

(
(
√
5− 25)π + 20

√
5(3E(45)−K(45))

)
50aπ

∴ Bface ≈ 0.286µ0I

aπ
=

0.572

π

µ0I

2a
=

0.572

π
Bloop (2.18)

This equation is effectively the standard equation for the field due to a single current loop
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Figure 2.10: The magnetic field in the point face cusp (Bface) as a function of the coil spacing.

Numerical data points are shown, compared to the fitted log function.
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Figure 2.11: The magnetic field in the edge line cusp (Bedge) as a function of the coil spacing s.

For small values of coil spacing the field behaves like the field due to infinitely long anti-parallel

conductors. Numerical data points are shown against the approximate function.
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[52], Bloop, except with an additional constant term that effectively describes the field reduction

due to the superposition of the other adjacent current loops. Let us now express the loop spacing

in terms of the loop radius, a, through a dimensionless parameter s, where S = sa. If the spacing

parameter s is now allowed to vary, we expect that Bface must have the same form as equation

2.18 but multiplied by a function of s that describes the changing superposition of the other

loop components. We have found from numerical methods that it can be approximated by a log

dependence on s.

Bface(s) = Bloop
1.03

π
log[12.9(s− 0.88)] (2.19)

The approximate function for Bface is plotted with the numerically calculated data points in

Figure 2.10.

The field in the edge line cusp is dominated by the two closest loops. When these are almost

in contact, we can approximate them as two infinitely straight wires. The expression for the

field due to a straight wire is [52]

Bstraight(d) =
µ0I

2πd
(2.20)

where d is the distance from the wires. In the geometry of the Polywell, it can be shown that

d =
a(s− 1)√

2
. (2.21)

We have found that Equation 2.20 approximates the numerically calculated data, providing

allowance is made for an extra fitted geometrical factor, which takes into account the field

reduction due to cancellation with the four more distant current loops. Once again, the resulting

expression can be rearranged to be expressed in terms of the field due to a single current loop,

Bloop. The expression predicted by the approximation is

Bedge(s) = Bstraight(d)× C =
µ0I

2π

√
2

a(s− 1)
C = Bloop

√
2

π(s− 1)
C, (2.22)

where C is a geometric constant, and thus the best numerically fitted expression was

Bedge(s) = Bloop

√
2

π(s− 1.06)
1.23. (2.23)

By similar analysis the corner cusp is expressed as

Bcorner(s) = Bloop

√
2

π(s− 0.84)
1.24. (2.24)

Figure 2.12 shows the variation of Bface, Bcorner and Bedge as a multiple of the single loop

field, Bloop, and as a function of the spacing parameter s. The underlying trend of field variation

with spacing is dominated by the behaviour of the nearest coil components. For example, the

Bface field is substantially reduced due to cancellation with the fields produced by the adjacent

coils, and this effect is greatest at small spacings. In contrast, both Bcorner and Bedge originate
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Figure 2.12: The peak magnetic field strength in the face, corner and edge cusps plotted together.

The approximate equations for these different field regions described in the text are shown as

solid lines, compared with numerically calculated data points. It is significant that at small

loop spacings, the line cusp field is almost an order of magnitude larger than the point cusp

components.

from the constructive addition of the adjacent coil components and result in an increase in field

strength with reduced spacing.

At small loop spacings the magnetic field in the centre of the line cusp, Bedge, is almost

an order of magnitude larger than the field in both types of point cusps. Consequently, in the

region of small loop spacing the losses due to the point cusps will dominate, while ignoring the

more complicated line cusp components. Instead the loss rate can be modelled with 14 point

cusps - 6 due to the faces and 8 due to the corners. This point is reinforced in the heat map of

magnetic field strength in Figure 2.13, revealing “the funny cusp” region can be modelled as a

point cusp.

These ideas were supported by considering the spatial distribution of simulated electrons

lost from the Polywell. The electrons were simulated using the Simion charged particle optics

package [6, 15]. The starting position of 2,000 electrons were randomly distributed in a central

spherical region inside the critical flux surface. All other parameters were chosen to match

previous or planned experimental studies. All electrons had an initial energy of 100 eV and a

single loop current of 20 kA (equivalent to 2 kA in our experimental Polywell). The current loop

radius was set at a = 0.025 m. The electron trajectories were calculated until they left the cube

region defined by the Polywell coils, i.e. a cube with side length equal to S = sa, centred on

the origin. The confinement time of each electron was recorded as well as the spatial location

of each electron when it escaped the Polywell’s cubic confinement region.
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Figure 2.13: The relative magnitude and sign of the radial magnetic field Br
~̂r on the cube

surface containing the current loops. Only 1/8th of the surface is shown to reveal the smallest

symmetrical element in detail. Blue and purple areas of the surface indicate where the field

diverges radially and reveal the point cusp structure of the face cusps. The yellow and red

areas show radial convergence of the field and hence reveal the “funny cusp” region described by

Bussard. However, since the strongest field is present in the edge cusp near the current loops,

this region can be neglected. Instead the funny cusp region can be modelled by only considering

the corner cusp component as a point cusp.
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s = 1.2 s = 1.32

s = 1.4 s = 1.5

Figure 2.14: The electron loss locations as a function of coil spacing s. Only 1/8th of the surface

is shown to reveal the smallest symmetrical element in detail.
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The spacing was varied from s = 1 → 2, and for each spacing the above simulation was

repeated. The resulting spatial distribution of electrons when lost from the Polywell is plotted

as a function of coil spacing s in Figure 2.14. Only 1/8th of the surface is shown to reveal

the smallest symmetrical element in detail. The electrons are coloured differently depending on

whether they escaped through the face or corner cusp. Overall, the electron losses are quite well

confined to narrow regions on the face and corner cusps over all coil spacings. In particular,

the electrons are constrained quite tightly to the face and corner cusps for spacings in the range

s = 1.1 → 1.3. Electron loss through the edge line cusp is not significantly observed for any of

the coil spacings plotted in Figure 2.14, which supports the hypothesis that electron loss in the

Polywell can be analysed with point cusp theories.

The fraction of the electron population inside the loss cone of a single point cusp is well

established [43, 46] and was discussed in Chapter 1. The fraction of particles lost in a biconic

cusp is

Lbiconic = 1−
√

1− B0

Bm
. (2.25)

Bussard argued that this expression can be modified by a factor of n for a system of n point

cusps that do not have overlapping loss cones [64]. Thus, equation 2.25 would become

L =
n

2

(
1−

√
1− B0

Bm

)
. (2.26)

In the case of a Polywell with small spacing there are n = 14 point cusps (6 due to the faces

and 8 from the corners). The magnetic field, B0, is the minimum field from which the magnetic

moment is conserved and occurs at the radius r0. The peak magnetic field in the device is Bm

and is different for the two different types of point cusps since each has a different maximum

magnetic field as a function of coil spacing. Hence we can define the loss fraction for each type

of point cusp separately, based on its peak magnetic field defined in equations 2.19 and 2.24.

Lface =
6

2

(
1−

√
1− B0

Bface

)
(2.27a)

Lcorner =
8

2

(
1−

√
1− B0

Bcorner

)
(2.27b)

If we assume that each type of point cusp has the same minimum value for the adiabatic

field B0 (under these simulation conditions B0 ≈ 15 mT), and also assume that each electron

has an equal chance of finding any of the point cusps, then we can calculate the total fraction of

electrons lost through each type of point cusp by taking the ratio of its loss probability and the

total loss probability. For this calculation we will also assume that the probability of electrons

being lost through an edge line cusp is negligible (Ledge ≈ 0) for small coil spacings. Thus the

fraction of electrons lost through the face and corner cusps would be
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Figure 2.15: The fraction of lost electrons through both the face and corner point cusps as a

function of coil spacing s. There is good agreement between the theoretical values of equations

2.28a and 2.28b, and the simulated data from Figure 2.14.

Fface =
Lface

Lface + Lcorner
, (2.28a)

Fcorner =
Lcorner

Lface + Lcorner
. (2.28b)

These loss fractions have been calculated as a function of coil spacing s and plotted in Figure

2.15 with the simulated data from Figure 2.14. There is good agreement between the simulated

dataset and the model, even though the model approximates the 3D field structure with a 1D

model. The small amount of deviation in Figure 2.15 from the theory suggests Fedge < 10%,

making it negligible but not zero, Fedge 6= 0. This result lends further support to the idea of

modelling the Polywell with point cusp theories.

The fact that the line cusp component can be neglected indicates that the Polywell magnetic

field geometry might result in a greater confinement time than the conventional biconic cusp.

In the biconic cusp, the situation is reversed and the line cusp losses dominate [61, 62]. Figure

2.16 shows contour plots for the magnetic field in the xy plane of both devices. The biconic

cusp has a wide linear loss region in the central plane of rotation. Here the field is substantially

lower than the point cusp, and when revolved in 3D, the loss area is very large. By comparison,

because the line cusps can be ignored in the Polywell, the point cusp losses dominate and we

expect the loss rate is substantially lower. Consequently confinement times should be longer in

the Polywell field geometry.
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Figure 2.16: A comparison of a biconic cusp (top) and the Polywell (bottom) magnetic fields.

Both plots show contours of magnetic field strength in the xy plane. Eight contours are plotted

ranging from 0.025 T to 0.2 T in steps of 0.025 T. The darkest contour shading represents the

region of lowest magnetic field, through to white for the highest field region. The current in the

biconic cusp has been adjusted so that the peak field in the face point cusp of both devices is

equal, allowing comparison of the two confining magnetic field structures. In the biconic cusp,

the field in the circular line cusp is clearly much weaker than in the point cusp. The line cusp

losses dominate both because the field is weaker in this region, and also because the loss area is

much larger when revolved around the symmetry axis. In the Polywell, this situation is reversed

and the point cusps exhibit the weakest magnetic field.
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2.5 Central Magnetic Field Approximation

In order to assess the future of the Polywell concept as a fusion energy device and further

improve our understanding of its limitations we seek a model system that sufficiently captures the

essential physics of the Polywell, while simultaneously being simple enough to make theoretical

calculations tractable. For example, in order to carry out an analysis of the electron confinement

time in the central region of the Polywell, we need to obtain an unsophisticated analytical

expression in closed form for the magnetic field in this region.

For situations of high cylindrical symmetry, the axial magnetic field components of a single

loop, Bρ and Bz, can be approximated near the axis of symmetry in terms of the field along the

z axis only [54],

Bρ(ρ, z) = −ρ

2
B′

z(z) +
ρ3

16
B′′′

z (z)− . . . (2.29a)

=

∞∑
n=1

(−1)nB2n−1
z

n!(n− 1)!

(ρ
2

)2n−1

Bz(ρ, z) = Bz(z)−
ρ2

4
B′′

z (z) + . . . (2.29b)

=

∞∑
n=0

(−1)nB2n
z

(n!)2

(ρ
2

)2n
Hence, the contributions due to the two loops centred on a single Cartesian axis can be

described by their superposition along that axis only. The magnetic field along the axis of a

single coil is [52, 53]

lim
ρ→0

Bz(ρ, z) = Bz(z) =
µ0Ia

2

2(a2 + z2)3/2
(2.30)

and thus the contributions to the field by these two coils are the sum of two Bz(z) axial equations

centred on offsets of ±S. In the interests of simplicity let us limit the analysis to the case where

adjacent coils are in contact, S = a (or equivalent to s = 1), and expand these axial terms in a

Taylor series about the point z = 0. To avoid a non-trivial solution we need to take terms to

third order. This results in

Bz(z) ≈
µ0Iz(24a

2 + 5z2)

32
√
2a4

. (2.31)

This series approximation converges very well in the region ±a/2, thus the simplified model

system will only accurately reflect the field structure in the core of the Polywell. Substituting

Equation 2.31 into Equations 2.29a and 2.29b, and using the results in Equations 2.15 and 2.16
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Figure 2.17: The fieldlines generated by Equation 2.32. This field closely approximates the

interior magnetic field of the Polywell.

yields

~B =
35µ0I

128
√
2a4

(
(−2x3 + 3x(y2 + z2))~̂x (2.32)

+(−2y3 + 3y(x2 + z2))~̂y + (−2z3 + 3z(x2 + y2))~̂z

)
The resultant field lines in the xy plane are shown in Figure 2.17. Bussard’s original field

approximation, B ∝ r3, can be recovered by setting y = z = 0 in Equation 2.32, which gives the

field along the ~̂x axis, Bx ∝ x3.

Future analysis of plasma dynamics within the Polywell may require closed form expressions

of the magnetic vector potential ~A. This can be obtained by using the same methods shown

here for the magnetic field, ~B, by using the same on-axis approximation for two loops with

opposing currents. Zworykin [54] presents an approximation for ~A derived from Stoke’s theorem

and Maxwell’s equations. In the special case of two loops centred on the same axis with high

cylindrical symmetry, ~A only has components in the direction of
~̂
θ.

Aθ(ρ, z) =
ρ

2
Bz(z)−

ρ3

16
B′′

z (z) + . . . (2.33)

=

∞∑
n=0

(−1)nB2n
z

n!(n+ 1)!

(ρ
2

)2n+1
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Figure 2.18: The flux surface generated from plotting ~A = constant. A slice through the centre

plan of this surface reproduces the critical flux lines shown in Figure 2.8. In the limit where

the coils are touching, only point cusps are present. As the spacing is increased, the edge cusps

span out to the corner cusps and form wide linear loss regions.

Using Equation (2.31) in the approximation for ~A gives:

Aθ(ρ, z) = −µ0Iρz(96a
2 + 20z2 − 15ρ2)

256
√
2a4

. (2.34)

Summing the contributions from each axis and using similar geometric arguments gives the

expression for the total ~A.

~Ax = Aθ(ρxy, z)
y√

x2 + y2
−Aθ(ρxz, y)

z√
x2 + z2

. (2.35)

Using the two loop approximation (Equation 2.31) we find the ~̂x axis term,

~Ax =
35µ0Iyz(y

2 − z2)

256
√
2a4

. (2.36)

The other components of ~A can be generated by cyclically permuting the Cartesian coor-

dinates in Equation 2.36. In Figure 2.18 a sample flux surface is shown by plotting the region
~A = constant. The adiabatic trajectory shown in Figure 2.9 is constrained to a flux surface like

the example shown in this figure.
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2.6 Approximate loss rate and confinement time

The simplified expressions for ~B in Equation 2.32 can be used to create and test an approximate

model of electron confinement in the Polywell. These equations apply to the limit of small

spacing where the loops are in contact, and the contributions of the line cusps can be ignored.

The fraction of the electron population inside the Polywell’s loss cones are described by equation

2.26 [64, 43, 46]. In this case there are n = 12 point cusps (6 due to the faces and 8 from the

corners). B0 is the minimum field from which the magnetic moment is conserved and Bm is

taken to be the peak field in the device. For the central well approximation we will assume that

the electron losses through the face and corner fields are balanced and hence Lface = Lcorner = L

for n = 12.

For the population of electrons inside the critical flux surface, the loss fraction can be in-

terpreted as the probability of escape after each successive random scattering event inside the

central non-adiabatic region. Therefore, by ignoring the influx of electrons from external sources,

the loss rate of electrons escaping from the magnetic well can be expressed as

dN(t)

dt
= − LN

τtrans
(2.37)

∴ N(t) = N0e
−Lt

τtrans (2.38)

where N(t) is the number of electrons remaining after a time t of being introduced into the

central region.

The average transit time τtrans can be approximated by considering both the adiabatic and

non-adiabatic components of the electron trajectories. The non-adiabatic components consist of

approximately straight trajectories that are randomly scattered about the well until they enter

a point cusp. As an order of magnitude estimate, we have assumed without further analysis an

average of 10 scattering events before entering a loss cone. This assumption is only based on

observing the statistics of the numerically calculated trajectories.

The transit time along a point cusp in the adiabatic mirror region can be found by considering

the change in parallel velocity as the electrons move into stronger field regions [46]. The velocity

component parallel to the magnetic field, v‖, can be expressed in terms of the initial velocity v0
and the mirror ratio B(z)/B0 as

v‖ = v0

√
1− B(z)

B0
sin2 θ0, (2.39)

where θ0 is the angle between the velocity vector and the magnetic field at B0. Since v‖ = dz
dt ,

it can be shown that

t =
1

v0

∫
1√

1− B(z)
B0

sin2 θ0

dz (2.40)
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Figure 2.19: The distribution of confinement times for 10,000 electron trajectories simulated

in the Simion charged particle optics software. The data points have been fitted for the mean

confinement time. The theoretical result is shown as the dashed curve.

Therefore, the total transit time in the Polywell between adiabatic reflections is the sum of the

transit times on either side of the critical flux tube.

τtrans =
2

v0

∫
1√

1− B(z)
B0

sin2 θ0

dz + 2
10r0
v0

(2.41)

This model was tested in the Simion charged particle optics package[6, 15]. The starting

position of 10,000 electrons were randomly distributed in a central spherical region inside the

critical flux surface. Hence only electrons with two-component trajectories were studied. All

electrons had an initial energy of 100 eV, and the current in the loops was 10 kA. The current

loop radius was set at 0.025 m, with a spacing s = 1. The electron trajectories were calculated

until they left the cube region defined by the Polywell coils, i.e. a cube with side length 0.05

m centred on the origin. The confinement time of each electron was recorded and the resulting

distribution is shown in Figure 2.19.

The simulation was compared with the model predictions in Equation 2.41 and the magnetic

fields were calculated directly with the simplified central well Equation 2.32. Hence the model

was tested against the simplest magnetic field case. The minimum magnetic field at which the

magnetic moment is conserved, B0, was calculated from the critical flux tube where rg = 10%R.

The angle with the deepest penetration into the cusp field was used for θ0. All other parameters

were as given above in the simulation.

The fit to the simulated data (dashed line) and the theoretical calculation (solid line) is found

to be in good agreement. The fact that the simulated data follows an exponential, confirms that

a statistical scattering model is relevant inside the critical flux tube. The simulated data was

found to have a mean confinement time of τ0 = 0.129 µs, compared with a theoretically calculated

value of τ0 = 0.163 µs.
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The fit to the simulated data (solid line) and the theoretical calculation (dashed line) is

found to be in good agreement. The exponential decay of the simulated data confirms that a

statistical scattering model is relevant inside the critical flux tube. The simulated data was found

to have a mean confinement time of τ0 = 0.129 µs, compared with a theoretically calculated

value of τ0 = 0.163 µs. It is worth pointing out that no effort has been made to adjust the input

parameters to optimise the confinement time. The input values used only represent a single case

used to test the applicability of conventional point cusp theory.

2.7 Electrostatic Plugging of Point Cusps

The prospect of the Polywell as a fusion energy device has to be examined within the context

of a sub-microsecond confinement time. For example, a litre of 100 eV electrons at a density of

1019 m−3 would require ≈ 400 kW of input power to sustain the energy lost by the electrons

with τ0 ≈ 0.15 µs. However the model developed in this paper is only intended to accurately

describe the low beta case (such as during start-up) and at higher densities other plasma effects

are anticipated to increase the confinement time.

Space charge limited flow could occur along the critical flux tube, effectively plugging the

point cusps. Each point cusp can be treated as an isolated flux tube and modelled like a vacuum

diode with the Child-Langmuir law. The electron current leaking from the Polywell along a point

cusp in Figure 2.18 is similar to the electron current emitted by the cathode in a vacuum diode.

The Child-Langmuir law for space charge limited current is

j =
4

9
ε0

√
2e

me

V 3/2

h2
(2.42)

where V is the voltage applied to plane electrodes separated by a distance h [45]. In the

case of a virtual cathode forming in the middle of the Polywell, the anode to virtual cathode

voltage may be ≈ 100 V for 100 eV electrons. Taking a worst case scenario approach, the

point cusp leakage area can be estimated as roughly the geometric size of the critical flux tube,

giving a radius on the order of 0.5 cm. After taking into account the total leakage area for all

14 point cusps and assuming h ≈ 0.5 cm, we find I ≈ 0.1 A or equivalently 10 W of power

lost. Obviously this calculation is far too simplistic to be accurate because space charge effects

have been neglected, but it does demonstrate the concept of electrostatically plugging the point

cusps. These effects could be included in future studies by consulting Dolan’s review article on

electrostatic cusp plugging [77].
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2.8 Summary

� The magnetic field structure of the Polywell has been analysed in its complete form, as well

as areas of interest such as the point and line cusps, and the central well approximation.

It has been found that at small spacings it is possible for point cusp losses to dominate

over line cusp losses, allowing the application of conventional point cusp theory to the

Polywell. The dominance of point cusp losses may prove beneficial in terms of providing

a lower overall loss rate when compared with other devices such as the biconic cusp.

� The types of trajectories that can occur have been analysed in terms of their adiabaticity.

It was found that the two component trajectories described in models of biconic cusp

confinement can be adapted to the Polywell. The resulting model describes a critical flux

surface separating the two types of trajectories, and also defines the minimum field, B0,

needed for a simple scattering model of confinement.

� The simplified scattering model was found to be in reasonable agreement with a simu-

lation with parameters matching our current experimental parameters. The central well

approximation was used to calculate magnetic fields for the model and simulations, but

the correlation between these and experimental results will be left for future work.

� Future studies should address the question to what degree confinement in the Polywell

is determined by the parameters of the central well field, and whether the central well

approximation can be used to study other aspects of Polywell plasma physics.

� Furthermore, the model of point cusp loss needs to be extended for the high beta case

where the Wiffle ball confinement mode and electrostatic plugging effects are anticipated

to have a favourable effect on the overall electron confinement time. Neither of these effects

have been included in the analysis of this chapter.





Chapter 3

Experimental Setup and Techniques

Most of the different pieces of equipment and experimental apparatus used in this work were

custom designed and constructed in order to study the basic elements of Polywell physics. This

chapter contains details of their construction and function, as well as their integration into the

complete experimental set-up.

The overriding aim of all Polywell and IEC research is to produce a deep and sustained

potential well for supporting fusion grade plasmas. Moreover, for the purpose of producing

fusion, the dependence of the well depth on gas/ion density, electron injection energy and current,

etc, must be determined. To this end, all of our experiments are designed primarily to measure

and determine if potential well formation has occurred. A secondary goal is to measure how the

potential well is affected by other parameters of the plasma and experimental control parameters

such as electron injection current and energy.

The experimental part of this thesis can be divided into experiments based on two different

types of Polywell designs. The first series of experiments were carried out on a Teflon Polywell

to study the magnetic field effects of the Polywell on a collimated electron beam using a single

ended Langmuir probe for measuring floating potentials. The second set of experiments involved

a more detailed Langmuir probe study on a metal Polywell, which was closer in design to

Bussard’s WB6 design. However, this second Polywell was much smaller in size than that of

WB6, and, consequently, will be referred to as WB6-mini in this document.

3.1 Teflon Polywell Experiments

3.1.1 Design Rationale and Construction

The Teflon Polywell was used first because it was a readily achievable construction and enabled

the experimental exploration of some Polywell physics. Only one other group has thus far

published papers on Polywell experiments and their latest designs represent the culmination of

nearly 20 years of work [69]. The most fundamental elements of a Polywell are the magnetic field

coils and a monoenergetic electron source. The Teflon Polywell design enabled both of these

elements to be investigated using a simple design.

There is an inverse relationship between coil size and the required magnetic field strength.

Specifically,the larger the coil radius the lower the B field required to confine a given electron.

However, the required coil current increases with coil radius to create the same magnetic field.

In designing a Polywell there is an optimisation procedure that must be observed between the

number of turns in a coil and the required current through it, given the maximum voltage of
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the power supply from which the current through the coils is obtained. That is, an increasing

number of turns also results in an increasing electrical resistance in the coils, and thus one must

limit the number of turns such that sufficient current can be obtained in the coils to produce

the required magnetic fields.

For example, in the high field ranges of 0.1 T currents of 1 kA are typically needed, and

for such large currents even small lengths of small diameter wire can increase the resistance

to measurably reduce the achievable current. Additionally, the spatial constraints introduce

further compromises since the copper wire diameter can be increased in order to decrease the

wire resistance and hence increase the achievable current, however this reduces the number of

turns in the coil and reduces the overall Amp turns in a given coil. Furthermore there is a simple

practical limit on how many turns can fit into a coil without destroying the intended magnetic

field geometry. For example, a �5 cm coil can not fit 100 turns of ?guage copper wire. However

Bussard’s WB6 was �80 cm and could easily support many hundreds of turns.

Our design settled on a rather compact size of �6 cm, mainly due to the anticipated size

constraints of the vacuum chamber and the highest achievable coil current with the electrical

equipment available. The pulsed power supply intended for use with our Polywell was projected

to produce up to 2.5 kA and with 10 turns would produce peak fields of up to 0.38 T in the

coil faces.

Bussard’s WB6 design included an electrical bias on the the metallic coil formers. This bias

produced an electric field that was used for aiding electron injection and for reducing the size

of the point cusp loss cone. For simplicity, only the vacuum magnetic field effects were studied

initially without the added effects of superimposed magnetic and electric fields. Consequently, a

dielectric was used as a former to insulate the coils from the plasma and protect against arcing.

Teflon was chosen as the coil former dielectric and each coil former was made from a Teflon

reel turned in a lathe. The inner faces of opposing reels were separated by 6 cm, and joined

with small Aluminium brackets mounted near the cube edges, as shown in Figure 3.1. Each

coil former had 10 turns of ? gauge enamelled copper wire wound on and joined with barrel

connectors to form one continuous current loop.

The spacing factor of the Teflon Polywell is s = 1.4. Although this is much larger than the

ideal spacing factor of s ' 1.2, s = 1.4 was deemed to be the smallest s attainable without

adding greater complexity to the design. The physical constraints of a small device did not

enable an s close to 1.2 to be obtained. With an s = 1.4 the mirror reflection effect in the

coil faces will be much greater than in the edge and corner cusps, as discussed in Chapter 2.

Hence the electrons will tend to leak out of the corner point cusps more than the coil faces.

This was deemed acceptable as the first experiment was more concerned with testing the basic

ideas of electron confinement in the Polywell magnetic field, rather than the comparatively more

advanced goal of trying to optimise electron confinement in the device.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of our Polywell design, constructed from six identical circular Teflon

pieces. They have a major diameter of 6 cm, and a hole machined out of the centre with diameter

3 cm. A groove 6 mm wide and 6 mm deep is cut around the outer edge to accommodate the

copper wire. The six Teflon pieces were held in place by aluminium angle brackets where two

Teflon pieces meet at an cube edge.

Figure 3.2: Two photos of the Teflon Polywell before adding coil windings. The left is orientated

down the corner cusp revealing the aluminium angle bracket. The right image reveals the front

view of the coil face.
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3.1.2 High Current Pulsed Power Supply

A custom power supply was built to deliver the high currents needed for the Polywell magnetic

field coils using components from the decommissioned capacitor bank of the Tortus tokamak [5].

The power supply consisted of a 7.5 mF capacitor bank, which could be charged to a maximum

voltage of 450 V. The capacitors were discharged through a triggered Silicon Controlled Rectifier

(SCR) in series with the field coils.

The resistive elements of a bar heater were used as a power dump to ensure the capacitors

were totally discharged when the power was turned off. Two relays were used to alternatively

isolate the 450 V charging power supply and the SCR trigger circuit. This was to ensure that

the power supply could not be directly connected across the Polywell coils which would latch

the SCR open and possibly destroy the coils through overheating. The 450 V charging supply

used a step up transformer with 6 parallel taps to provide 6 parallel rectification circuits for

fast capacitor charging. A flyback diode was connected across the capacitor bank to prevent

the capacitors from becoming reverse biased during the back emf of field collapse. The basic

elements of the circuit are shown in Figure 3.4, a more detailed circuit schematic is provided in

Appendix B.1. A plan view photo of the capacitor bank is shown in Figure 3.5 with some key

circuit elements highlighted.

When tested with the Teflon Polywell as a load the maximum peak current achieved was

2.5 kA with a pulse shape as shown in Figure 3.3. The peak current was varied between 200 A

and 2.5 kA by changing the charging voltage applied to the capacitors. The peak current was

approximately constant over 0.5 ms.
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Figure 3.3: Some sample current profiles through the Polywell coils. These current pulses

are attained by varying the voltage on the capacitor bank between 50 V and 450 V, giving

a maximum current of nearly 2.5 kA. In this experiment the Teflon Polywell mounted in the

vacuum chamber was used as the test load. The peak current was approximately constant over

0.5 ms.
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Figure 3.4: The basic elements of the high current pulsed power supply circuit.
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Figure 3.5: A plan view photo of the top rack of the HV pulsed power supply during construction.

Some key elements are highlighted.
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3.1.3 Cylindrical Cathode Electron Source

Electrons were supplied in a single, collimated monoenergetic beam from a cylindrical hollow

cathode. A number of previous studies from our lab at the University of Sydney have shown that

a cylindrical hollow cathode operating in a hollow cathode discharge mode can effectively isolate

the micro-channels observed in a starmode gridded IEC system [22, 26, 27, 38–40]. Magnetic

deflection experiments of the electrons emerging from the cylindrical cathode have shown that

the beam produced is monoenergetic with energies 80% to 100% of the applied cathode potential

[22]. The principle advantage of this method over other possible electron guns is its simplicity.

The generation, acceleration and focusing of the electron beam all happens conveniently in one

step whereas in a conventional electron gun setup, each of these processes require a separate

focussing/extraction grid. This process often involves modelling of electron beam dynamics

and the need for custom machined components for the electrostatic lens and acceleration grid

components. Therefore it was anticipated that the newly characterised cylindrical cathode

discharge would offer substantial benefits for researching electron confinement physics in the

Polywell magnetic fields.

Bussard’s most successful Polywell (WB6) used the more conventional hot filament method

to generate electrons through thermionic emission. The WB6 Polywell was floated to a high

positive voltage to accelerate the electrons, and attract them to the general Polywell region,

but was not capable of focussing them into a beam. Because the Polywell circuit was raised

to a high potential above ground its coil power supply needed to float as well, creating a great

deal of complexity in the custom built power supply design. This ultimately contributed to the

uncontrollable arcing issues that destroyed the WB6 device [69].

By using a cylindrical hollow cathode the electron beam generation process was greatly

simplified and simultaneously negates the need to float the Polywell for electron acceleration,

thus reducing the required complexity for the coil power supply. Although there are other

anticipated benefits to the confinement properties of a Polywell at high positive potential, this

design feature is left for another experiment because of the additional technical complexity

required. Furthermore, it simplifies the physics being studied since we can neglect the vacuum

electric field effects on electron motion.

The cylindrical cathode electron beam was powered by a high voltage power supply delivering

up to 20 kV, in currents ranging from 1-20 mA. The major disadvantage of the cylindrical

cathode electron beam is that the beam energy and current are essentially determined by the

V-I breakdown characteristics of the cathode. The lowest beam energy possible was fixed at 6

keV, determined by the lower limit of plasma breakdown in our operating pressure range. The

breakdown characteristics of our discharge limited our operating range to 15 mTorr to 35 mTorr

of Hydrogen. In future experiments by other research students this limit will be overcome by

moving the hollow cathode to an adjacent injection chamber allowing a substantial pressure

differential to be maintained, and subsequently allowing much lower operating pressures to be

achieved [18].
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Figure 3.6: A sample Langmuir probe mounted on a magnetic dial gauge holder. The Tungsten

probe tip is too small to be resolved in this photo.

3.1.4 Langmuir Probe Construction

Almost all of our experiments utilised a Langmuir probe in some way to detect the accumulation

of space charge. The Langmuir probes were constructed from �100 µm Tungsten wire. The wire

was threaded through an Alumina (Al2O3) tube with an inner diameter �0.2 mm and outer

diameter �0.8 mm. This Alumina tube was threaded through a larger Alumina tube with an

inner diameter �1.14 mm and outer diameter �2.5 mm, and glued in place with Torr Sealr

epoxy. The Tungsten wire was allowed to extend 5 mm out of the plasma end of the Alumina

tube.

The other end of the tube was anchored with an electrical brass barrel connector. One

terminal was used to clamp down on the larger diameter Alumina tube, the other terminal

clamped both the Tungsten wire and the external signal wire ensuring a good contact. The

entire join was covered with multiple layers of heat shrink to provide electrical isolation. The

15 cm length of large diameter Alumina tube ensured that the insulated barrel connector would

not be in contact with the plasma.

The signal wires were connected to a vacuum port where the floating potential could be

measured directly, or alternatively connected to the biased probe driver discussed in Section 3.3.

The Langmuir probes could be mounted in many ways depending on the desired experiment.

Shown in Figure 3.6, a typical Langmuir probe is mounted on a magnetic dial gauge holder.
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3.1.5 Vacuum Chamber and Mounting

The Teflon Polywell was supported by an aluminium cross beam in the middle of a cylindrical

vacuum chamber, which was 420 mm in diameter (see Figure 3.8). The hollow cathode was

mounted 10 cm from the Polywell face, and the angle of beam incidence could be varied ar-

bitrarily. The electron beam current and energy could be obtained from the settings on the

cylindrical cathode HV power supply. The chamber pressure was measured on a Pirani Gauge

accurate to 10−4 Torr. The chamber was evacuated through an externally connected rotary vane

pump and turbomolecular pump which allowed the chamber to be evacuated down to pressures

less than 10−6 Torr. Hydrogen gas was allowed to flow into the chamber using a mass flow

controller. By adjusting the mass flow controller any desired pressure between 4 mTorr and

100 mTorr could be achieved. The current in the Polywell coils was measured using a rogowski

current transformer [89], model number (IRF/60/D12) [92].
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Figure 3.7: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the floating probe results. All

key equipment and connections are indicated. See the photo in Figure 3.8 for more details of

the setup inside the vacuum chamber.
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Figure 3.8: A close up photo showing the experimental setup for the Teflon Polywell. The

Polywell was mounted in the centre of a cylindrical vacuum chamber with a glass bell jar lid.

The cylindrical cathode electron beam is mounted 10 cm away from the Polywell face. It could

be moved to make an arbitrary angle with the coil face. The Langmuir probe tip can be seen

(small white tip) in the centre of the Polywell. In this experiment, only a single Langmuir probe

mounted at the centre of the device was in use. The positions of the red lines indicate the

positions of the copper collector plates used in later experiments.
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3.1.6 Copper Collector Plates

In a later experiment, a copper collector plate was placed around the Teflon Polywell to measure

the electron current leaking out of the coil faces. The square copper plate measured 6 cm on

each side and was mounted on a long stainless steel rod, insulated by a glass sleeve. The plate

was connected to ground through a 100 kΩ resistor, allowing it to float above ground. When

placed in the path of the electron beam, the beam current collected was obtained by measuring

the voltage across the resistor. The positioning of the collector plates is indicated in Figure 3.8.

In retrospect, the current sense resistor was much larger than necessary. In typical experi-

ments where the collector plate was used, the plate would float to typical voltages of 10-20 V

which is not enough to affect the collection of high energy (> 1 keV) electrons from the main

cylindrical cathode beam. However it may have affected the current from any low energy elec-

trons produced in the background gas produced by the high energy beam. Results from later

experiments indicated that these low energy electrons may have played a significant role in the

results and it would have been better to use a much smaller value to limit the plates floating

value to <1 V.
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3.2 WB6-mini

3.2.1 Design Rationale and Construction

The second Polywell experiment was closer to the design features of Bussard’s WB6 Polywell.

WB6 represented the culmination of Bussard’s research into Polywell physics and was alleged

to extend the electron confinement times longer than would be predicted by mirror confinement

mechanisms alone through the creation of the wiffle ball effect [69]. Our second Polywell design

was intended to bring us closer to WB6 while allowing us to implement a biased Langmuir probe.

This new design will be referred to as WB6-mini.

WB6-mini was constructed from 12 Aluminium half torus shells produced with the metal

spinning technique. See the schematic for a single shell in Figure 3.9. Each shell had a major

radius of 25 mm and a minor radius of 5 mm. Its dimensions were similar to those of the

Teflon Polywell. During construction, a sheet of 1 mm thick Aluminium stock was pushed

over a toroidal wooden former in a lathe at high speed. This process allows the toroidal ring

to be produced quickly and cheaply once the wooden former was made. Many metals can be

manipulated with this technique. Although Stainless steel would have been more favourable

because of its strength, it would have been much more difficult to manipulate on such a tight

curvature. Consequently we chose to use Aluminium sheet for our first design because of its

softness and easy working properties.

The WB6-mini Polywell was built in two separate construction phases. A custom made

wooden jig allowed careful alignment of each toroidal shell. During the first stage each inner

toroidal shell and its pair were individually mounted into the jig and aligned to ensure that

each shell was equally spaced from the centre and parallel to its respective cube face. A unique

joining pipe piece was constructed for each cubic edge where two shells meet. A dremel and

file was used to cut an appropriate radius into each pipe segment to allow mating between the

adjoining shells. JB-weld epoxy was used to glue the shells and joining pipes into a single inner

frame.

During the next phase the Polywell frame was mounted in a vice with a split-able coil former

aligned with a coil axis. A single coil was wound onto the coil former. When finished the former

was split in two to enable the coil to be removed and mounted into the toroidal shell. A wire

length of 15 m was threaded through the edge tube leading to the next toroidal shell, and then

the next coil would be wound. In this way the whole Polywell was wound using a single piece of

wire without requiring any bulky connecting terminals between the coil segments. This process

was carried out to keep the wire resistance as low as possible, and hence allow the highest

possible coil current and magnetic field to be achieved. Once the coil winding was complete,

each shell was covered with its mating piece and fencing wire was used in tension to clamp down

on the toroidal shells. This allowed easy access to the coils without destroying the frame if

future changes were required. A photo during the construction process is shown in Figure 3.11.

The final design and coil spacing schematic is shown in Figure 3.12. The WB6-mini Polywell

has a spacing factor of s = 1.5, which was larger than the Teflon Polywell and much larger
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Figure 3.9: The schematic for one of 12 Aluminium half ring Toruses produced with the metal

spinning technique.

Figure 3.10: A single coil of 15 enamelled copper wire turns mounted into one of the finished

half torus shells.
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Figure 3.11: The inner toroidal shells are supported by a custom wooden jig used in coil assembly.

The inner toroidal shells are joined with pre-cut pipe segments and JB-weld. On the end of the

jig is a split-able coil former. One finished coil can be seen on the far side. A length of 15 m

of wire was threaded through the joining pipe so that the next coil could be started. Once the

coil winding was complete, the outer shells were clamped onto the frame with tensioned fencing

wire.
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Figure 3.12: The WB6-mini construction dimensions. The joining pipe sections at the coil edges

are not shown for clarity. This design has a spacing factor of s = 1.5.

Figure 3.13: A photo of the finished WB6mini prototype
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Figure 3.14: The car battery constant current circuit.

than the ideal s = 1.2. However, in these early experiments the larger s value was considered

secondary to the aim of determining whether there is sufficient confinement in order to achieve

any potential well.

3.2.2 Constant Current Power Supply

In addition to the pulsed capacitor bank power supply, an additional power supply was con-

structed to allow constant current and hence constant magnetic field operation. The motivation

for adding this functionality is discussed in the results of the Teflon Polywell experiments in

Chapter 4. The power supply was constructed from two car batteries in series with a high

power MOSFET capable of switching currents up to 60 A. The batteries were recharged with a

standard commercially available car battery charger. See Figure 3.14 for the circuit schematic.

This power supply allowed the coil current to be varied from 0-60 A by varying the gate-

source voltage on the IXYS MOSFET. The constant current pulse time was controlled by the

duration of the gate-source voltage pulse. Our experimental setup typically allowed pulse times

of 1 ms up to several seconds. Both power supplies were used interchangeably in the WB6-mini

experiments depending on whether a constant B field or high B field were required.

3.2.3 Filament Electron Sources

Electrons were supplied through thermionic emission in 12 V 100 W Halogen globes, each draw-

ing 8 A when turned on. The globes were cut open to remove the filament from the glass. A

total of six filaments were mounted in the vacuum chamber, each being mounted on a coil axis

2 cm from the coil face. A switch box external to the vacuum chamber allowed each filament to

be individually switched into the circuit so that combinations of filaments could be selected for

study.

The Polywell shells formed both the extraction and focusing electrodes of a traditional elec-
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tron gun, comparable to Bussard’s original design concept. The bias applied to the Polywell

shells was varied from 20 V to 150 V, providing extraction currents varying exponentially from

10 µA to 10 mA. The most significant disadvantage of this design is that it does not allow for

independent control of the electron beam current and energy.

3.2.4 Langmuir Probe Mounting

This experiment utilised two cylindrical Langmuir probes of the same construction as discussed

in Section 3.1.4. Both probes were mounted onto magnetic gauge holders to provide easy posi-

tioning in 3D. Additionally, Probe A was mounted onto a translation stage with a total travel

distance of 5.5 cm and 3 mm increments of movement. The translation stage could be reposi-

tioned on any axis in the vacuum chamber. Spatial translation was controlled through a long

shaft coupled with two universal joints to an external rotary motion vacuum port. By using two

universal joints, linear rotation of angles is approximately preserved. A photo of the translation

carriage is shown in Figure 3.15.

For the experiments reported in Chapter 5 Probe A was positioned along a coil axis so that

the extremities of translation are the geometric centre of the Polywell and a location just outside

the Polywell coils. Probe A made an angle of 8◦ to the coil axis so that it did not block the

filament that emits electrons towards this face of the Polywell. An additional reason for having

a small angle is so that the probe crosses more magnetic field lines. Electron transport along

magnetic field lines is much faster than cross field transport. This is expected to accelerate

space potential build up across field lines and would result in a stronger potential difference

than would occur along a point cusp. Probe B was permanently mounted in alignment with

a corner cusp and located halfway along the Polywell radius. Both probes were driven from a

custom made biased probe driver, discussed in Section 3.3.

A photo of the internal chamber setup is shown in Figure 3.16 and a schematic diagram of

the chamber setup with all key equipment and connections indicated is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.15: The translation carriage for Probe A mounted onto a magnetic dial gauge holder.

Figure 3.16: WB6-mini mounted in the vacuum chamber with some surrounding filaments. Note

that the translational stage had been moved into a corner cusp before this photo was taken.
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Figure 3.17: The WB6-mini experimental setup showing the key biased probe positions and all

relevant electrical connections.
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3.3 Biased Langmuir Probe Driver

A custom probe driver unit was constructed for making biased probe driver measurements in

the Polywell. The unit needed to be able to measure currents as small as 1 µA in order to

accurately measure low electron densities down to 1014 m−3. It also needed to be able to sweep

across the full anticipated range of voltages in 100 µs so that when using the high current pulsed

capacitor bank the peak magnetic field would be approximately constant for the duration of a

probe sweep.

The final design utilised an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller as a programmable function

generator [95]. The Arduino was connected to the Freetronics LCD & Keypad Shield allowing

various probe functions to be interactively programmed for each experiment pulse [91]. Settings

such as the sweep end point voltages, step size and dwell time were all configurable through the

LCD panel. The Arduino logic would output an 8-bit digital signal that was converted to a ±10

V analog signal in a DAC module.

The final analog signal was linearly amplified in a high voltage amplifier module by the PA241

high voltage op-amp. Thus the input analog signal proportionally determines all the main sweep

features such as sweep time and end point voltages. The full range of the amplifier stage was

±150 V, in a sweep time of 100 µs. The PA241 has a current limit of 120 mA, which was deemed

satisfactory for our experiments. The high voltage amplification module was isolated from the

digital input circuits through the INA117 instrumentation amplifier.

Initially this design introduced a significant amount of noise into the circuit because the input

signal was digitally switched from one analog level to another at high speed, which was faster

than the slew rate of the high voltage op-amp. This had the potential to create excessive noise

on the output and interfere with probe measurements. This problem was solved by turning the

INA117 and PA241 amplifiers into an active two-pole Bessel filter. This also created a beneficial

auxiliary effect whereby the original 8-bit digital input waveform was smoothed to an arbitrary

resolution waveform, allowing greater measurement resolution.

The output of the HV op-amp had a current sense resistor, Rsense, across another INA117

for outputting a voltage signal proportional to the current drawn by the probe. Both the voltage

waveform, and the current sense signal were directly measured on a 4-channel Rigol oscilloscope

for data display and acquisition. A high level diagram of the main circuit elements is shown in

Figure 3.18.

Because the measured probe currents turned out to be very small (on the scale of 1 µA to

50 µA) further load balancing techniques were required to prevent measurement errors in the

probe current. A compensation resistor, Rcomp, was added to balance the effect of Rsense on the

INA117 since it has a low input impedance. Additionally, it was found that simply connecting

an output coaxial cable for the HV probe signal added a sufficient AC load to give errors in the

probe current measured. It was found that for the typical dynamic AC signals being used (the

voltage sweep pulse) the current drawn by the cables capacitance was of the same magnitude

as the current collected from the electron plasma. Ultimately this problem was countered by

adding an additional identically matched coax cable on the other side of the current sense resistor
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Figure 3.18: A schematic diagram of the biased Langmuir probe driver circuit. The full circuit

diagrams are given in Appendix B.2.

Figure 3.19: A photo of the completed Langmuir probe driver box with its lid removed. Some

of the key sub-circuit modules have been highlighted.
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Rsense so that both sides of the INA117 were identically loaded. The purpose of this additional

load was to draw a current through Rcomp that matches as closely as possible the AC current

drawn through the output cable, which is subtracted from the the signal at the + op-amp input.

The result was that the INA117 subtracts the error signal from the measured signal thereby

cancelling out the effect of the cable loading.

Because of the modular nature of the probe driver design, it was possible to add extra

high voltage op-amp modules without requiring any other changes to the circuit. This allowed

multiple biased probes to be added to the circuit and swept at the same time. In the biased

probe experiments of Chapter 5, two HV op-amp modules were used at the same time to provide

measurements in two locations simultaneously.

A sample of the collected data is shown in Figure 3.21, where both the probes bias voltage and

current collected are plotted as separate functions of time. Both traces are combined to produce

a new current versus voltage dataset. A correction was applied to remove any remaining DC

loading offset from the current trace. For example if there was impedance mismatch between

the input terminals of the INA117 (and indeed there was), this will introduce a linear offset

error in the measured current as a function of voltage. In other words, just as before we added

a matched coax cable to account for differing AC loading between the two op-amp inputs, we

now need to account for any differing DC loading between the instrumentation amplifier inputs.

A sample trace of probe measurements when no plasma is running is shown in Figure 3.20

showing the expected linear behaviour with voltage indicating a DC impedance mismatch. Using

Ohm’s law, an offset voltage of 20 mV and an offset current of 20 µA indicates an error resistance

of approximately 1 kΩ, which is well within the expected < 1% error of the 380 kΩ resistors

included in the INA117 inputs. In future this offset error could be accounted for by including 1

kΩ trim pots on the current sense op-amp inputs.

After the offset error was removed, the signal was cleaned using both a moving window filter

and a Svatsky and Golay filter [103, 107]. The SavitzkyGolay filter is a form of least-square filter

where the underlying data within a given moving window is approximated by a polynomial of

degree 2 or higher. So for each voltage data point a polynomial was fitted through it and the

neighbouring points to smooth out the data.

This method gave two filter parameters that could be tuned, the window size and fitted

polynomial order. A larger window size resulted in more smoothing but distorted higher fre-

quency content. In contrast, using higher order polynomials can track narrower features in the

underlying data but tend to distort the lower frequency signals. Because our main interest in

applying a filter was to discover the underlying I(V ) function over the whole voltage domain we

were more interested in the low frequency content than the high frequency fluctuations. There-

fore, we have chosen to implement a simple second order polynomial with a relatively wide filter

window.

A principle advantage of using the SavitzkyGolay filter in biased probe studies over other

filters such as the Blackman window or Gaussian filter [103] is that it directly yields the second

derivative of the underlying IV signal through the fitted polynomial constants. All one needs

to do is extract the fitted constant for the second order polynomial term to obtain the second
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Figure 3.20: An example run with no plasma running. This allows us to measure the DC

impedance mismatch on the op-amp inputs. A DC impedance mismatch is evident from the

linear change in current with voltage. After measuring this calibration signal we can subtract it

from the signal with the plasma running. The fluctuations at the end points of the voltage sweep

are AC loading errors appearing when pulsing at high speed. These distortion errors disappear

as the sweep is slowed to longer pulse times. For high speed operation, the data range is simply

trimmed down to the linear calibration region in software during data processing.
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Figure 3.21: Raw data from probe driver with an electron plasma running before subtracting

the calibration signal and filtering is applied. The sweep parameters are exactly the same as in

Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.22: An example of the recovered underlying I(V ) function after the data had been

filtered and corrections to the offset current had been applied.

derivative at each voltage point. This is particularly useful for diagnosing the electron energy

distribution function in isotropic plasmas. However it is only useful if you can confidently

determine the plasma potential, which is of course a central goal of this thesis.

A significant disadvantage of the SavitzkyGolay filter is that it introduced distortion into

the original function at the start and end points of the data where the full window was not

available for fitting [103]. Therefore, these points were discarded in the filtered function and the

resulting I(V ) data range was smaller than that measured with the probe driver. For example,

after the combined moving window and SavitzkyGolay filters were applied, a data set measured

from ±140 V was only usable over the range ±110 V. An example data set after all filtering,

offset corrections and range trimming is shown in Figure 3.22.
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3.4 Confinement Time Clamp Circuit

A final goal of our experiments was to measure the confinement time of the confined electrons

inside the Polywell. A typical method for measuring the plasma confinement time in a fusion

device starts with sustaining a plasma in normal operating conditions [60]. After some arbitrary

time of stable operation the plasma source is sharply cut-off and a Langmuir probe can be used to

measure the decay of plasma current in time. The time for the measured probe voltage/current

to decay by a factor of e is taken to be an approximation of the real plasma confinement time.

In the WB6-mini Polywell, the most logical way to implement this measurement is to clamp

the Polywell’s bias voltage to ground in a very short time. Grounding the Polywell bias voltage

essentially removes the extraction and acceleration electric fields for the thermionic electron

source, and hence the injected electron current is expected to fall to zero very quickly. By

keeping the magnetic field constant during this period, the electrons in the Polywell are only

contained by mirror reflection with the point cusp fields and the decay in probe current/voltage

should give an accurate representation of the average electron confinement time.

For this purpose a custom made clamp circuit was made to allow clamping of the bias voltage

to ground in less than 100 ns. The circuit utilised a classic “push-pull” design where two FETs

were used to temporarily pull the Vbias line down to ground when a pulse is supplied to the

pulse transformer. A circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.23. In normal DC conditions Q1 is

on and Q2 is off, and thus the Polywell bias voltage Vbias is connected to the +150 V supply

line. However during an AC transient on the input pulse line, the situation is reversed and Q2

pulls Vbias down to ground. Q1 is turned off so as not to short the HV power supply to ground.

A sample trace of the clamp circuit in operation is shown in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.23: The push-pull clamp circuit [90, 93, 94, 96].
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Figure 3.24: A sample trace showing the fall in the Polywell bias voltage Vbias when a transient

logic pulse is applied to the clamp circuit. In this example the Polywell Vbias = 120V and was

clamped to ground within 60ns. This is well within the required tolerance for measuring electron

confinement times in the Polywell.





Chapter 4

Floating Potential Measurements in

a Teflon Polywell

The Teflon Polywell was our first prototype device aimed at obtaining at least qualitative validity

of the Polywell concept in establishing a potential well. As described in detail in Section 3.1,

the Teflon Polywell was mounted in the middle of a cylindrical vacuum chamber with electrons

provided by a cylindrical hollow cathode discharge beam. The dependence of potential well

formation on magnetic field strength, background gas pressure and electron injection energy and

current has been measured. Potential well formation as a function of magnetic field strength

was measured by varying the current in the Polywell coils. Floating potentials of up to –250 V

were obtained for periods of several milliseconds, suggesting the formation of a virtual cathode

stable on at least the millisecond time scale.

4.1 The Floating Potential as a Diagnostic for the Plasma Po-

tential

For this experiment, a single ended Langmuir probe was mounted in the geometric centre of the

Polywell and used to measure the plasma floating potential, Vf . In this initial study, the floating

potential was used as a qualitative parameter for indicating the existence of a virtual cathode

and its lifetime. The floating potential can be used in this way because Vf is often taken as an

indicator of the plasma potential, Vp [98, 105, 108].

In a typical low energy plasma in thermal equilibrium, the floating potential is determined by

the balance of electron and ion currents to the probe. Since the electron temperature is usually

greater than the ion temperature, Te > Ti, the relationship between the floating potential and the

plasma potential is often only determined by the electron temperature Te. And hence knowledge

of the electron temperature is needed to relate the floating potential to the plasma potential.

However, when there is an energetic electron population in a background plasma, such as

primary electrons or the presence of an electron beam, the floating potentials relationship to

the plasma potential can be dominated by the beam energy Eb. For example, Hershkowitz has

shown [101] that when Eb � Te and the beam density nb � ne, the current balance at the

surface of a planar probe can be solved to yield

q(Vf − Vp) ≈ −Eb. (4.1)
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This means that the deviation of the floating potential Vf from the plasma potential Vp is only

related to the primary beam energy Eb under these conditions, and even allows evaluation of

the plasma potential by knowing only the beam energy Eb.

However, the conditions of our plasma may lead to a more complicated relationship between

Vf and Vp. No further interpretation of the results can be made at this stage because the

Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF) is unknown and the discharge may not satisfy

the quasineutrality condition since electrons are being injected into the confining space. The

pulsed nature of the electron confinement introduces a non-locality to the Langmuir probe

measurement, and thus presents a limitation on spatial resolution. In addition, the magnetic field

further confounds the analysis because its presence leads to increased ionisation by increasing the

total path length of the electrons. The combination of these factors makes probe data difficult

to analyse without a detailed understanding of the underlying plasma parameters such as the

EEDF.

Because of the way the floating potential is related to the plasma potential, changes in the

floating potential with time can be seen as indicative of a change in the plasma potential and

may indicate a build up or decay of space charge. However, there is no way to use the floating

potential to calculate the plasma potential without a detailed knowledge of the EEDF and the

electron and ion densities. Thus the principle aim of this set of experiments is to measure a

change in the floating potential that is indicative of a change in the local space charge and may

be evidence for a potential well. Negative changes in the floating potential in the confining

region will be referred to as a potential well, but a truly decisive measurement of the potential

well depth will be left for the biased probe analysis in Chapter 5.

4.2 Electron Confinement Predictions

Although this experiment is physically much smaller in scale than the original experiments by

Bussard and Krall (in particular the HEPS experiment [81] and later WB6 [69]), the coil and

power supply parameters have been designed to be in the same magnetic field regime. In the

WB6 experiments the peak fields in the cusps were typically on the order of ∼0.15 T [69, 81],

whereas in the smaller scale Teflon Polywell described in this thesis the peak field in the cusps

is ∼0.25 T at currents of order 2 kA and ten turns of wire in each coil, which was slightly larger

than in WB6. However our Polywell is not intended to operate in a high density wiffle ball

mode. Additionally, in a larger device the field is not required to be as high in order to obtain

the gyroradius needed for good confinement properties. Hence a lower field is required for the

larger device to produce equivalent electron confinement.

Based on the low beta model of electron confinement developed in Chapter 2, it is possible

to predict the upper bound of electron energies that start to be confined at a given magnetic

field strength, parameterised through the coil current. It was concluded in Chapter 2 that the

upper bound for electron energy confinement is reached when the electron gyroradius equals

10% of the device radius at a location half way along the face cusp (rg(KE,B) = 10%RD). This
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Figure 4.1: The upper bound on confinement energies for the low beta Teflon Polywell, calculated

for two different coil spacings. For a given coil current and coil spacing the plotted curve gives

the upper bound for electron energies that start to be well confined. In reality there is no

distinction between confined and not confined. Instead it is only possible to talk about the

degree of confinement and the energies for which electrons in the ensemble start to become “well

confined”. It was concluded in Chapter 2 that the upper bound for electron energy confinement

is reached when the electron gyroradius equals 10% of the device radius at a location half way

along the face cusp. Hence our definition for when an electron starts to be “well confined” is

rg(KE,B) = 10%RD.
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equation has been solved for KE and is plotted in Figure 4.1 as a function of coil current in the

Teflon Polywell.

Figure 4.1 is highly nonlinear because the rg ∝ KE2. The energy range of the hollow cathode

electron beam is 6.5 keV up to 15 keV and thus we expect that the lower energy range of the

electron gun should at least produce a small number of mirror reflections in a fraction of the

beam population. The equation has been solved for two different coil spacings to highlight the

importance of including coil geometry in the calculation. As shown in Figure 2.12 from Chapter

2, there is a nonlinear reduction in the peak field in the coil face due to field cancellation from

neighbouring coils. If the calculation is initially carried out with no coil spacing (s = 1), the

field in the coil face is too weak such that no beam deflection is predicted. However when one

allows for coil spacing, the field in the coil face becomes sufficiently large to produce some mirror

reflection effects.

4.3 Floating Potential Measurements

4.3.1 Well variation with magnetic field strength

The first example of a floating potential well measurement is shown in Figure 4.2. For this

set of experiments electrons were injected at a constant energy of 15 keV and a current of 2

mA. The background gas pressure was held constant at 25 mTorr of Hydrogen to achieve the

correct breakdown conditions for these electron beam parameters. In this experiment the peak

current of the pulsed power supply was varied from its low range at ∼250 A up to a peak of

∼2.5 kA. Only the first pulse is shown on its own in Figure 4.2 for clarity. In Figure 4.3, four

different floating potential traces from the same experiment are shown, each with evenly spaced

increments in the peak field intensity.

It is shown in Figure 4.2 that a deep floating potential well has been observed when the

magnetic field is applied. However there are a number of unexpected results in Figure 4.3.

First, the deepest potential well minimum was observed with the lowest current pulse. Without

further analysis, this appears to contradict the ideas developed in Chapter 2. Second, the

minimum in the floating potential moves out of phase with the peak of the current pulse.

In Figure 4.2 the peak current was 250 A, at the bottom of the possible pulsed power supply

range, giving a peak field of approximately Bmax = 0.038 T. A steep drop in the floating

potential is observed when the magnetic field is pulsed, indicative of a negative change in the

plasma potential. The drop in floating potential of 200 V is 1.3% of the possible well depth based

on beam energy alone. However, comparing the experiment parameters with the theoretical

model calculations in Figure 4.1 the magnetic field is too low to be producing significant mirror

confinement at the beam energy.

In Figure 4.2, using Bmax = 0.038 T and energy of 15 keV gives a minimum electron

gyroradius of rg = 1 cm. The length scale for spatial change in the magnetic field is smaller

than rg and hence the adiabatic condition of Equation 1.4 is not satisfied which predicts a

negligible amount of mirror reflection. However, the largest magnetic field in Figure 4.3 has a
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Figure 4.2: A sample measurement of a floating potential well. This particular trace was collected

with a beam energy of 15 keV and current of 2 mA. The background gas pressure was 25 mTorr

of Hydrogen. The peak current was 250 A, at the bottom of the possible pulsed power supply

range, giving a peak field of approximately Bpeak = 0.038 T. A steep drop in the floating

potential is observed when the magnetic field is pulsed, indicative of a negative change in the

plasma potential. The drop in floating potential of 200 V is 1.3% of the possible well depth

based on beam energy alone. However, comparing the experiment parameters with Figure 4.1

the magnetic field is too low to be producing significant mirror confinement at the beam energy.
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Figure 4.3: The change in floating potential with increasing magnetic field B. These data sets

all have the same experimental parameters as Figure 4.2, which is the blue set of traces in this

figure. There are two results in this Figure that were unexpected. The first is that the deepest

minima in the floating potential was actually observed with the lowest current pulse, and hence

the lowest magnetic field strength. Without further analysis, this appears to contradict the ideas

developed in Chapter 2. The second unexpected result is that the minima in floating potential

moves out of phase with the peak of the current pulse.
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of the floating potential well minima times. This data set occurs

between the data sets of Figure 4.3 where the floating potential well starts to move out of

phase with the peak magnetic field. The minima in the floating potential occur at different

currents depending on whether the current is rising or falling. The floating potential well is

approximately twice as deep when the timescale of change in coil current is approximately twice

as long. This observation suggests a highly dynamic situation and the plasma may not have

reached equilibrium and may be due to the ionisation of the background gas affecting the floating

potential well measurement.
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peak field in the face cusp of Bmax = 0.31 T, giving a gyroradius of rg = 1.3 mm. The rate of

magnetic field change over the length scale of 1 mm is small near the face cusp and therefore the

adiabatic condition should be satisfied under these conditions. Hence it is expected that there

will be an increase in confinement time with an increase in the magnitude of the magnetic field,

thus resulting in deeper wells than those shown in Figure 4.3.

The phase difference in the floating potential minimum and the coil current maximum may

mean that there is a narrow range of magnetic fields for which the largest potential well depth

may be achieved. An example data set shown in Figure 4.4 reveals that the floating potential

well was observed during the rise and fall of the magnetic field, but was depressed during the

peak magnetic field. A comparison of the minima times suggests that the experiment is highly

dynamic and may not be in an equilibrium state. This implies that the observed phenomena

occur on the ion time scale, and may be due to the movement of ions after ionisation by the

energetic electrons.

In order to study the change in floating potential well with increasing magnetic field, a 3

Ω high power resistor bank was added in series with the Polywell to dump power and provide

a lower operating range of current pulses. With this change, the pulsed power supply could

provide current pulses with peak currents over the range of 0 to 200 A. Figure 4.5 shows the two

types of floating potential measurements observed in the reduced measurement range. For each

current pulse shown in Figure 4.5 (a), there is a corresponding potential well profile displayed

in Figure 4.5 (b). For each potential well measured, the minimum point and the time that the

minima occurred with respect to the current pulse are recorded in Figure 4.6.

In the low magnetic field range from 0 to ≈100 A, there is a non-linear increase in the

potential well depth in Figure 4.6 (a). Moreover, Figure 4.6 (b) shows that the minima of these

wells are in phase with the peak current pulse in the coils. The floating potential wells measured

over this range exhibit the predicted behaviour. However, for currents greater than ≈100 A there

is a sharp change in behaviour as the floating potential minima are of approximately constant

depth. Additionally, the floating potential wells in this second current range drift linearly out

of phase with the current pulse.

For the pulses that subsequently drift further out of phase with increasing coil current, the

appearance of the minima always coincides with the transition current of 100±10 A, leading to

the interpretation that this threshold is the peak magnetic field above which potential wells are

no longer stable. When the peak magnetic field (and the equivalent coil current) is above this

threshold, potential well formation is generally not observed until after the field has decayed

down to the threshold value, producing an apparent phase shift.

A possible explanation for the observed magnetic field threshold is that the magnetic mirror

effect will be active from both inside and outside the Polywell. When the magnetic moment, µ,

is invariant, the condition for reflection in a magnetic mirror [43] is approximately dependent

on the ratio of the relative magnetic field strengths,

B0

Bmax
= sin θm, (4.2)
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Figure 4.5: Two typical potential well profiles in the low current range. For a given current

profile shown in (a) the corresponding potential well measured on the langmuir probe is shown

in (b).
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Figure 4.6: (a) displays the minimum well depth observed as the peak coil current is varied from

20A up to 170A. For each current pulse measurement in (a), the corresponding time of the well

minimum is plotted in (b).
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where B0 is the weakest magnetic field point at which adiabatic condition (Equation 1.4) is

satisfied [64], and Bmax is the peak magnetic field located in the centre of the Polywell’s coils.

Particles with a velocity vector that makes an angle less than θm in the weak field region will be

lost from the region. In phase space, this angle defines a cone, known as the loss cone. Particles

with a velocity outside the loss cone, are reflected from the coil face back into the centre of the

device.

However, note that the mirror ratio equation (4.2) is only dependent on a difference between

the magnetic fields and hence also applies to the magnetic mirror outside the Polywell. The

injected electrons are initially far away from the Polywell, but as they approach the coil faces they

eventually transition into a region where inequality equation 1.4 is satisfied and µ is invariant.

In this context, the loss cone actually defines the velocity space of electrons that can enter the

Polywell. A fraction of the injected beam will have velocities outside the loss cone and are

hence reflected from the Polywell coil face. Consequently, there will be a threshold point where

a potential well can no longer form since a substantial portion of the injected electron beam is

now reflected and no-longer enters the device, which would explain the observed phenomena.

Nonetheless, this explanation would be unlikely to explain the data unless there is a second

population of electrons at a lower energy than the primary beam. As discussed previously,

the injected electrons in Figure 4.2 have a gyroradius too small to produce significant mirror

reflection. Hence, in Figure 4.3 we would expect to see an improvement in the confinement time

and an increase in potential well depth before seeing a decrease due to reflection of the incoming

beam.

Another possible reason for the unexpected change in behaviour is that the relationship

between Vf and Vp is far more complicated than given in the assumptions of section 4.1 at

the start of this chapter. The ability to analyse the changes in Vf as approximately following

changes in Vp is dependent on there being a simple relationship between Vf and Vp. Hershkowitz

and others have shown that when secondary electron emission from energetic primary electrons

is present the floating potential can be multi-valued [101, 105]. An example studied by Nam

et. al. [105] with a primary electron energy of Ep = 300 eV and background plasma electron

temperature of Te = 6 eV yielded three possible floating potentials. The resulting floating

potential measured was found to be dependent on the initial bias of the probe with respect to

the plasma. Such effects could significantly complicate the floating potential probe analysis and

only a detailed knowledge of the EEDF can clarify the relationship between Vf and Vp.

4.3.2 Dependence on electron injection energy and current

The voltage on the cylindrical hollow cathode could be varied from voltages of 6 kV to 15

keV. At each voltage, the plasma breakdown characteristics change such that the electron beam

energy increases with cathode voltage. Additionally, the beam current increases exponentially

with increasing cathode voltage. In the previous section, the floating potential well minima were

measured over a wide range of current pulses, as in Figure 4.3. This experiment was repeated

over three different sets of hollow cathode beam parameters, the results are shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: The effect of the electron injection energy and current on the potential well minima.

For each set of electron injection parameters, the magnetic field was varied over a wide range

of coil currents. The data show that the beam current has a much larger effect on the floating

potential minima than the magnetic field or beam energy. See text for details.
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Figure 4.8: Well depth as a function of injection energy, at a constant coil current of 625±25

A. Data was measured at two different pressures, 15 mTorr and 25 mTorr. Well depths at 35

mTorr were deemed too small to be significant.
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For each current pulse, the minimum of the well is recorded and plotted with its peak current

value, each set of values making a data point.

Figure 4.7 shows that the electron beam injection parameters have a much greater effect

on the floating potential wells than the magnetic field. Of the two beam parameters, injection

energy and current, the injection current is likely to be the more significant factor for determining

the size of the well minima. This is for the same reasons as discussed in the previous section, the

primary beam energy is simply too big to show no variation in well minima over such a wide range

of currents. Furthermore, increasing the electron energy would be expected to give less mirror

reflection and hence produce a decrease in the well depth, but the opposite of this behaviour is

observed. An increase in the beam current would lead to an increased electron density in the

device, and hence the variation across the data sets in Figure 4.7 can be accounted for by the

change in injected beam current.

4.3.3 Dependence on gas pressure

Potential well formation as a function of injected electron energy was measured at three pressures

(15 mTorr, 25 mTorr and 35 mTorr), whilst keeping the peak coil current constant at 625±25

A. Figure 4.8 shows the results for only two lower pressures, since potential wells completely

disappeared at 35 mTorr in all data sets. As pressure is decreased from 25 mTorr to 15 mTorr,

the potential wells are consistently deeper, suggesting that the achievable well depth is dependent

on pressure.

Increasing the gas pressure will decrease the mean free path of the electrons, which means

they collide more frequently with other particles and lose energy. Additionally, there is an

increased rate of ionisation which creates an electron and ion pair. If a potential well is present

the electron is repelled away from the well, whereas the ion is attracted into the well. Therefore

increased ionisation is actually detrimental to potential well formation since the newly created

low energy ions will reduce the well depth. In our experimental setup, potential wells became

small (on the order of volts) at pressures above 35 mTorr.

4.4 Collector Plates

The collector plate experiment was designed to confirm that the prototype Teflon Polywell is

working correctly and generating the intended magnetic field effects. It was essential to construct

experiments that can establish the correct mode of behaviour is occurring, and aid in preliminary

diagnosis of the plasma confinement. This experiment was designed to exploit the anticipated

behaviour differences between before and during application of the Polywell’s unique magnetic

confinement geometry.

When the magnetic field was not turned on, the incident electron beam would pass straight

through the Polywell and Iin = Iout. In this case the full current entering the Polywell was

expected to leave through the coil directly opposite. If however the magnetic field was applied

and, consequently produced the intended confinement behaviour, the magnetic field would lead
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Figure 4.9: The collector plate behind a single coil test case. The current pulse to a single

coil is shown in the top left Figure. In the top right Figure is shown the current collected by

the collector plate, behind the electron beam. When the magnetic field is highest, only a small

fraction of the incident beam is in the loss cone and allowed to pass through the coil.

to an increase in the electron dwell time. This would result in the build up of electron space

charge (and the formation of a potential well) until a new equilibrium state is reached where

once again Iin = Iout. Except in this new equilibrium state the beam current entering through a

single coil face is redistributed through all the other point cusps by the non-adiabatic magnetic

null.

The collector plate experiment was designed to measure the current leaking out of a coil

face, and hence detect the re-distribution of leakage current when the Polywell is operating in

its intended mode. No attempt was made to separately analyse the current leaving Polywell

face cusps and corner cusps. Instead, the collector plates were made sufficiently large to cover

an entire cubic face, such that any current leaving a coil face or the corner and edge cusps of

that cubic face would be expected to be collected by the plate.

The first example shown in Figure 4.9 considers the case of a single coil with a collector plate

mounted behind the coil. Initially the electron beam passes straight through the coil and the

full current is collected on the plate. However, when the magnetic field is pulsed, a magnetic

field gradient is created around the coil with the maximum value in the coil centre, Bmax. As

the electron beam approaches the coil, there will be some minimum magnetic field B0 where the
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Figure 4.10: The collector plate was mounted behind the Polywells rear coil. A 10 keV electron

beam with current < 1 mA was incident on the front coil face, aligned with the coil axis. The

background gas pressure was 22 mTorr. As the coil current was pulsed a floating potential well

was observed to form and simultaneously there was a decrease in the current collected by the

rear plate. See text for details.

magnetic moment becomes adiabatic and thus a loss cone (or in this case an admittance angle)

can be defined through Equation 4.2. The overall result is that a portion of the incident electron

beam will undergo mirror reflection and will not be collected by the plate. Hence we expect to

observe a decrease in the collected current when the magnetic field is pulsed.

The results of this experiment in Figure 4.9 show the expected behaviour has been observed.

During the peak of the magnetic field pulse, the collected current has reduced to 25% of its

initial value. During this experiment the peak magnetic field was Bmax = 0.138 T. The primary

electron beam energy was 10 keV with a current of <1 mA (below the resolution of the HV

power supply current meter). These parameters give a minimum gyroradius in the coil centre

of ≈ 2.5 mm when the velocity vector of the electrons is perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Consequently, it can be predicted, from these initial conditions, that a fraction of the incident

beam population will undergo mirror reflection. These conclusions are in agreement with the

experiment.

In the next experiment, the collector plate was alternately placed either behind the Polywell’s

rear coil or covering one of the side coils. The approximate mounting position of the two collector
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Figure 4.11: The collector plate was mounted on one of the side coils, indicated in Figure 3.8. A

10 keV electron beam with current < 1 mA was incident on the front coil face, aligned with the

coil axis. The background gas pressure was 22 mTorr. As the coil current was pulsed a floating

potential well was observed to form and simultaneously there was an increase in the current

collected by the side collector plate. See text for details.
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plate locations is shown in Figure 3.8. Two separate pulses have been analysed for evidence of

the correct electron confinement behaviour.

The first pulse shown in Figure 4.10 is for the case of a collector plate mounted behind

the rear Polywell coil. Just as in the case of a single coil, when there is no magnetic field the

full beam current is collected on the rear plate. When the magnetic field is pulsed, there is a

minimum in the floating potential and also a decrease in the current collected on the rear plate.

Both of these observations are characteristic evidence for mirror confinement in the coil faces

producing a build up in negative space charge.

However, this interpretation cannot be correct if we consider the primary electron beam

energy and its relationship to mirror confinement. In this experiment, the coil current and mag-

netic field were set lower than in the previous experiment to a regime where the primary beam

should be able to pass through the device without undergoing mirror reflection. In this example

pulse, the coil current of ≈ 150 A produced a peak magnetic field of Bmax = 0.024 T which gives

a minimum (best case) gyroradius of rg = 1.5 cm. This implies that the average gyroradius is on

the same length scale as the coil radius which is too large to satisfy the adiabaticity condition,

Equation 1.4, and hence the primary electron beam would be unlikely to undergo any mirror

reflection. Furthermore, because the beam is highly collimated and makes a shallow angle of

incidence to the coils peak magnetic field (θ ≈ 0), the beam is unlikely to be deflected away

from its axis.

Let us now consider the data for the side collector plate position shown in Figure 4.11. All

other experimental parameters have been kept constant with the data of Figure 4.10. When

no magnetic field is present we would expect the electron beam to pass straight through the

device and no current would be collected by the plate. On the other hand, when the magnetic

field is pulsed at a field strength high enough to produce mirror confinement, we expect the

electron beam current to be redistributed equally around the coil faces. This would lead to a

small current being measured on the side coil plate when the magnetic field was pulsed. As

expected, the data in Figure 4.11 show that negligible current was drawn when there was no

magnetic field. But during the current pulse a floating potential well was formed and there was

a small increase in the current collected by the side plate. Qualitatively, one can say that this

current approximately takes in to account the current not collected on the rear coil if we assume

this current would be similar on all the other side faces.

The data from both collector plate positions suggests that a fraction of the electron beam

was redistributed amongst the coil faces through ballistic collisions around the magnetic null.

However, for this to occur there must be a secondary low energy component in the electron

beam that has not yet been reported in studies characterising the cylindrical hollow cathode

electron beam [22, 25, 38]. This conclusion is supported by the results of Section 4.3.
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4.5 Summary

� The Teflon Polywell was our first prototype device aimed at obtaining at least qualitative

validity of the Polywell concept in establishing a potential well. Floating potentials of up

to –250 V were obtained for periods of several milliseconds, suggesting the formation of a

virtual cathode stable on at least the millisecond time scale.

� It was shown that the virtual cathode does not form outside of a narrow range of coil cur-

rents in this design. A number of reasons for this behaviour have been explored including

mirror reflection of the injected electron beam, and the concept of a secondary low energy

electron population being produced by the hollow cathode. Ultimately it was not possible

to precisely determine the cause of this behaviour.

� Potential well formation was shown to be extremely sensitive to the background gas pres-

sure. It was concluded that increasing the background gas pressure results in increased

ionisation which counteracts potential well formation. A balance must be found between

increasing the background gas pressure for creating meaningful ion densities in the core and

decreasing the background gas density for reducing the destructive effects of ionisation.

� A collector plate experiment was constructed to explore the redistribution of the electron

beam current during Polywell operation. Data from both collector plates suggested that

a fraction of the electron beam was redistributed amongst the coil faces through ballistic

collisions around the magnetic null. However the magnetic field in that experiment should

have been too low to produce mirror reflections.

� The experimental results of this chapter provided good qualitative evidence of potential

well formation but motivated the need for a more precise diagnostic. Lessons learned from

this set of experiments were employed in the design of the biased Langmuir probe covered

in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Biased Probe Results and Analysis

in WB6-mini

In this chapter orbital limited motion theory has been applied to two biased probes in a low

beta Polywell. The cases studied include electron injection, magnetic field scaling, Polywell bias

scaling, and radial position profiles. Langmuir’s original orbital limited motion results for a

monoenergetic electron beam are shown to be in excellent agreement for electron injection into

the Polywell. A distribution function is proposed for the electron plasma characteristics in the

centre of the magnetic null and confirmed with experimental results. A translational stage was

used to measure the radial plasma potential profile. In other experiments two probes were used

to simultaneously measure the profiles in both the null and a position halfway along a corner

cusp. The results confirm a radial potential well created by electron trapping in the device.

In addition, we present preliminary results of the potential well scaling with magnetic field B,

Polywell bias voltage Vbias, and injection current Ibeam.

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

A biased probe diagnostic enables a number of parameters to be measured that are crucial to

a Polywell’s performance. A single ended Langmuir probe provides a local measurement of

the plasma potential at the probe position and hence can be used to directly map the spatial

potential profile within the device. Characterising the potential well structure is crucial to any

experimental study of the Polywell because the formation of a deep virtual cathode is integral

to the operation of a Polywell [69]. In addition, a biased probe allows the determination of the

Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF) and electron density, ne. Understanding the

EEDF is critical for measuring the relative energy components for monoenergetic (beam like)

and thermal motion. In an ideal Polywell electrons would be monoenergetic to avoid large energy

losses through energy upscattering. However in any real plasma system we expect thermalisation

to occur, hence we also want to measure the temperature of the electrons, Te. Rosenberg and

Krall have theoretically proposed that the Polywell should be able to support a non-Maxwellian

plasma on moderately long time scales [86]. Measuring the ratio of the monoenergetic and

thermal components of the electron energy distribution enables the degree of thermalisation in

the plasma to be determined and is important for determining whether a monoenergetic electron

population can be sustained [86].

A biased cylindrical Langmuir probe can be used to measure all of these parameters but
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is not usually applied to experiments with a high (keV) electron energy or with a magnetic

field. At the high bias voltages required for measuring keV electrons the probe can create its

own discharge corrupting the results. However the underlying confinement properties scale with

magnetic field strength and energy, and thus can be studied with low energy electrons without

fundamentally changing the physics.

In magnetic fields the analysis of biased probes can become extremely complicated and

sometimes intractable. In general, there is no exact theory about the interpretation of the current

versus voltage I(V) trace of a single ended Langmuir probe in a magnetic field. However, the

Polywell has a magnetic null in the centre of the device which can be used to exactly characterise

the electron parameters. The magnetic field varies with r3 radially outwards from the null, and

hence we can use a second probe to measure the gradual change in the I(V) traces, assuming

the deviation due to the presence of the magnetic field is initially small. Eventually one expects

the I(V) trace to slowly diverge from the theoretically expected curve, producing increasingly

larger errors.

The only previous experiment to measure the plasma potential of the Polywell was performed

by Krall using a capacitive probe [81, 109]. The capacitive technique is expected to be superior

in larger fusion relevant Polywells where large electron energies and higher electron densities

may make the single biased probe method unusable. However, when the physics is scaled down

to a comparatively low electron energy and magnetic field regime the biased probe method is

advantageous because of its measurement accuracy and scope of parameters measured.

The principle aim of this work is to apply two biased probes to measure the radial potential

well profile as a function of other parameters such as magnetic field, injection current and

injection energy. We will also present preliminary measurements of the way the potential well

scales with the Polywell bias voltage and magnetic field strength. Furthermore, we will comment

on the relationships between other parameters measured such as the electron density, mean

energy and thermal energy component.

5.2 Experimental Setup

Most of the details for the WB6-mini experiment were described in Section 3.2, therefore only

a few key elements of the experiment will be highlight here. Figure 5.1 shows the key biased

probe mounting positions. The cylindrical Langmuir probes were constructed from tungsten

wire with a radius rp = 50 µm and mounted into ceramic tubing with a 0.8 mm outer diameter.

The part of the tungsten wire that extends into the plasma is the probe length, lp = 5 mm.

Probe A was mounted onto a translation stage with a total travel distance of 5.5 cm and moved

in 3 mm increments. It was positioned along a coil axis so that the extremities of translation

are the geometric centre of the Polywell and a location just outside the Polywell coils. Probe A

was at an angle of 8° to the coil axis so that it did not block the filament that was the source of

electrons to this face of the Polywell. An additional reason for having a small angle is so that the

probe crosses more magnetic field lines. Electron transport along magnetic field lines is much
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Figure 5.1: A diagram of the experimental setup showing the key biased probe positions.

faster than cross field transport. This is expected to accelerate space potential build up across

field lines and would result in a larger potential difference than would occur along a point cusp.

Probe B is permanently mounted in alignment with a corner cusp and located halfway along the

Polywell radius. All probes were driven from the biased probe driver discussed in Section 3.3.

5.3 Orbital Limited Motion Langmuir Probe Theory

The most appropriate type of theory to use is an orbital limited motion theory which was

originally described by Langmuir and Mott-Smith [104]. Based on the emission current of our

filaments, we expect to observe densities between 108-109 cm−3 at energies that give us debye

lengths ranging from 2 cm down to 1 mm. Hence it is assumed that the device radius Rdevice >

λd � rp at all times. In the low density limits we expect to have inaccuracies when the λd is

almost as large as the device. However, even before this limit is reached, the characteristic curve

will start to deviate from the theory as λd ≈ lp and the infinite cylinder approximation is no

longer applicable. It was assumed that the sheath around a probe has a sharp edge boundary.

The potential at this boundary was considered to be the plasma potential.

We also assumed that the electron plasma is collisionless such that the electron motion in

the sheath around the probe can be described by free orbits. Because rp � lp we can assume

the sheath is cylindrically symmetric and probe end effects can be ignored. Consequently, the

conditions that determine whether an electron will reach the collector for a given voltage depend

only on the space potential and initial electron velocity at the sheath edge. Therefore the total

I(V) curve for electron current collected at the probe is determined by summing the contributions

from the electron distribution function with the appropriate initial conditions. The resulting

equation is only a function of the potential across the sheath and the sheath radius. For the

calculation to be exact it is also necessary to solve Poisson’s equation for the space charge in

the sheath. This approach has been carried out on a number of occasions [97] however we will

assume that the problem is independent of sheath size and focus on orbital limited motion.

In cylindrical symmetry the current is calculated in a 2D plane intersecting the probe, giving

current per unit probe length, I/l. The velocity co-ordinates u and v are defined as the radial
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and tangential velocity components, respectively, of an electron arriving at the probe sheath.

The velocity distribution function, f(u, v) is normalised such that

nef(u, v)dudv, (5.1)

gives the number of electrons per unit volume with velocity components in du and dv. Therefore,

the number of electrons in unit time that arrive at the sheath edge with velocities in du and dv

are

2πaneuf(u, v)dudv, (5.2)

where a is the sheath radius and ne is the electron density. In its current form, this equation

is challenging to use because the sheath radius is an unknown. However, Langmuir has shown

[104] that in the limit of an infinite sheath, equation 5.2 approaches a limiting form. By taking

the limit of a large sheath in equation 5.2, multiplying by the charge q, length lp, and integrating

over the limits of velocity for electrons that can reach the probe, Langmuir obtained the general

form for the current collected by a cylindrical probe [104].

I(V ) = 4πrplpneq

∫ ∞

0,v0

u

√
u2 +

2q(V − Vp)

me
f(u, 0)du. (5.3)

Here V is the probe bias voltage. The lower boundary of velocity integration is split based

on whether the probe is attractive or repulsive with respect to the local plasma potential, Vp.

When the probe is attractive, V > Vp, the lower bound is 0 since all electrons have enough

energy to potentially reach the probe surface. However, when the probe is negatively biased,

V < Vp, electrons must have at least some critical minimum energy in order to overcome the

repulsive field from the probe and reach the probe surface. This critical minimum energy is

determined by the voltage difference between the probe and the plasma, and can be expressed

as a minimum velocity v0, where

v0 =

√
2q(V − Vp)

me
. (5.4)

This equation was used by Langmuir and Mott-Smith [104] to derive the ubiquitous Maxwellian

Im(V ) characteristic as well as the Ib(V ) for a one dimensional beam. However, these results are

only applicable in plasmas with the appropriate distribution functions and become meaningless

in plasmas where extra complicating factors such as a magnetic field can significantly alter the

EEDF. To make the process of analysing the probe data tractable it is important to build up

information about the EEDF at each phase of progressively more complex plasma conditions.

In the case of the Polywell this means at first understanding and confirming the charac-

teristics of the electrons being injected into the Polywell. This information can be used to

approximate the EEDF in the centre of the well when a relatively weak magnetic field is ap-

plied. And finally we can build on these results to make measurements of electrons in a moderate

magnetic field. At each stage the base I(V ) equation (5.3) for the biased probe response can
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be directly modified for the specific plasma conditions anticipated. As long as the expected

distribution function is known we can integrate this function numerically and compare it with

the data, and use it to fit plasma parameters to the measured I(V ) data.

5.4 Analysis of Electron Injection

The electron source (the heated filament) was at ground potential. Electrons were extracted

and accelerated by the electrostatic potential placed on the metal casing of the Polywell field

coils, thus accelerating the electrons in a direction that is normal to the plane of the coils. As a

result, the energy distribution function of the electron beam was expected to be monoenergetic.

However, one can also expect some spreading in this energy distribution due to interactions of

the electrons with the local space charge established by the beam.

We have assumed that the magnetic field lines at the centre plane of a coil, and therefore

approximately parallel to the direction of motion of the beam, would not change the energy

distribution greatly. As a result, we approximated the electron distribution function as that

given by Langmuir [104] for a beam of electrons with a Maxwellian energy component given by

fb(u, v, θ) =
me

2πkT
exp{− me

2kT
(u2 + v2 + u2d − 2ud(u cos θ + v sin θ))}, (5.5)

where ud is the drift velocity of the beam. The coordinate θ is the angle between the beam axis

along ud and the radial velocity coordinate, u, with respect to the sheath. In the limit of a large

sheath, the sheath can be approximated as being circular. Hence the probe current is found by

using fb(u, v, θ) in Equation 5.3 and integrating around the sheath circumference,

Ib(V ) = 2πrplpneq

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0,v0

u

√
u2 +

2q(V − Vp)

me
fb(u, 0, θ)dudθ. (5.6)

When the probe is at the plasma potential Vp, the collected probe current can be approxi-

mated as

I0 =
1

4
Apneqc̄ (5.7)

where Ap is the probe surface area and c̄ is the mean speed of the electron distribution [106]. In

the case of the beam distribution fb, c̄ = ud.

Equation 5.6 cannot be evaluated analytically. Heatley [100] has found an exact series

solution but it converges very slowly when the drift velocity is large compared with the thermal

velocity. Since this scenario is expected in our situation, we have obtained solutions through

numerical evaluation of equation 5.6.

The measured I(V) data was filtered using a moving window average combined with a Svatsky

and Golay filter [103, 107]. The data was fitted using the standard non-linear fitting tools

available in Mathematica. The only constraint applied to the fitted model was that Vp < Vbias,

since it is not possible for the plasma potential Vp to be more positive than the Polywell bias

potential Vbias in an electron only plasma.
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Figure 5.2: A sample I(V ) curve fitted with the predicted function for a drifting-Maxwellian.

In this experiment the probe was placed in the centre of the coil nearest to the single filament

being tested. No magnetic field was present for the test. The Polywell was biased to a voltage

of 150 V drawing a current of 4.5 mA.

A sample fit is shown with the fitted parameters in Figure 5.2. All fit parameters are re-

ported in their voltage equivalent energies to make for easy comparisons with other experimental

parameters. If electrons are accelerated from ground through to Vp then they are expected to

have a monoenergetic drift energy, Vd, close to but less than Vp, which is observed. Since the

electron density and beam transit times are small, such that the electron collision frequency is

negligible, we also expect the thermal energy component, Vth, to be much less than the drift

energy. The fitted parameters are in the order Vbias > Vp > Vd � Vth, and support the hypoth-

esis that this experimental setup results in a beam of monoenergetic electrons with a very small

thermal energy.

A further justification for the use of the drift Maxwellian distribution over the most commonly

occurring normal Maxwellian distribution, fm, is now given by examining the differences between

both I(V ) characteristics. The characteristic I(V ) for fm, Im(V ), consists of two regions, one on

either side of the plasma potential. The Im(V ) is ∝ eV when the probe is repulsive, and ∝
√
V

when attractive. The plasma potential can then be found by plotting the double derivative,

d2I/dV 2, and finding the zero crossing point which is equal to Vp. This is because the two

halves of the Im(V ) around Vp have opposite curvature. By following this standard procedure

we can show that our data differs substantially from the normal Maxwellian characteristic,

Im(V ), and hence a poor fit was obtained. Figure 5.3 shows an example data set where using

the d2I/dV 2 = 0 method gives Vp = 23 V. There was a significant deviation in the fit residuals

around Vp. This procedure proved that the standard Maxwellian distribution is not suitable,

but does not prove that the drifting Maxwellian is the best choice.
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Figure 5.3: If a Maxwellian probe response Im(V ) is assumed, Iprobe should be ∝
√
V for voltages

Vprobe > Vp. Vp would be given by the location of the crossing point for the double derivative

which in the case of this experiment gives Vp = 23 V. The data is plotted as a function of

I2probe in plot (a) for Vprobe > 23 V and would be linear if a Maxwellian velocity distribution was

appropriate. Similarly, the case for Log(Iprobe) is plotted in (b) for Vprobe < 23 V and would be

linear if a simple Maxwellian was present. There was a significant deviation in the fit residuals

for Im(V ) around Vp suggesting a Maxwellian distribution is not appropriate for this plasma.
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Figure 5.4: A comparison of fits to the data with the drifting Maxwellian (solid line) and

Druyvesteyn (dashed line) distributions. Both functions gave the same Vp and Vd to within ∼ 1

V, suggesting that the high Vd/Vth makes it difficult to distinguish between the two distributions.

The data has also been fitted with a drifting Druyvesteyn distribution. However, since the

Druyvesteyn distribution only produces a significant change in the thermal component Vth of

the distribution and Vd/Vth � 1 is expected in our experiment, we would expect there to be

very little change in the overall fit quality between the two distributions. Figure 5.4 compares

the two fitted functions on an example dataset. Both functions gave the same Vp and Vd to

within ∼ 1 V, confirming that the high Vd/Vth makes it difficult to distinguish between the two

distributions. Hence we will assume that the comparatively simpler drifting Maxwellian is the

most appropriate approximation to the injected electron EEDF.

Because of the complex geometry of the experiment these distributions are likely to be an

oversimplification and other distributions could arise. For the cases where the extraction voltage

was low, an appropriate fit to either distribution could not be obtained. Consequently, one must

assume there might be another more appropriate distribution. Consider that at lower extraction

voltages space charge effects can significantly alter the distribution shape. A 1D vacuum diode

approximation to this geometry suggests space charge effects may occur in the lower extraction

voltage range of this experiment.
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5.5 With B and Without B Test Cases

By building on the information learned about the EEDF of extracted electrons in the previous

section, we can now begin to analyse how a biased probe will respond when placed in the

magnetic null at the centre of the device. When the magnetic field is turned off, Bpeak = 0, we

can use the same drifting Maxwellian as that given in Eqn. 5.6. However, when the magnetic

field is turned on, one needs to take into account the effects of the magnetic field structure on

the EEDF in the null. As discussed in Chapter 2, the magnetic null region causes an electron

beam to become defocused and undergo ballistic collisions around the adiabatic flux surface.

This ballistic scattering effect leads to an electron energy distribution that is isotropic and

predominantly monoenergetic with a narrow spread of electron energies due to thermalisation.

These assumptions are expected to be valid only in the absence of space charge effects for a low

density electron plasma, which were the experimental conditions reported in this chapter. The

resulting distribution could be described as a Maxwellian with an isotropic mean offset energy,

Vµ. The distribution we propose is

fµ(vr) = e−
m(vr−vµ)2

2σ2 (5.8)

where vr is the velocity component along the radial coordinate in spherical coordinates, vµ is

the velocity equivalent to the offset energy Vµ, σ is the standard deviation of the velocities

and is related to the thermal energy Vth, through σ2 = qVth = kTe. Here it is possible to

define an electron temperature Te although it is not strictly true in the conventional sense.

This distribution function is isotropic because there is no dependence on the angular velocity

coordinates vθ or vφ. A plot of fµ(vr) is given in Fig. 5.5.

Two limits are imposed on the proposed velocity distribution as a check to its validity. First,

in the limit of no mean speed vµ we expect a relaxation to a Maxwellian velocity distribution.

This can be seen by converting back to Cartesian velocity components.

lim
vµ→0

e−(

√
v2x+v2y+v2z−vµ

σ
)2 = e−

v2x+v2y+v2z

σ2 = fm (5.9)

Second, the distribution approaches an infinitesimally thin velocity surface as the width of

the thermal component approaches zero, σ → 0. This describes an isotropic monoenergetic

distribution.

lim
σ→0

e−(

√
v2x+v2y+v2z−vµ

σ
)2 =

1, if
√

v2x + v2y + v2z = v2µ

0, if
√

v2x + v2y + v2z 6= v2µ
(5.10)

The equation for the probe current is expressed in terms of the velocity components in the

2D plane intercepting the probe, and hence the distribution becomes

f(vx, vy) =

∫ ∞

−∞
e−(

√
v2x+v2y+v2z−vµ

σ
)2dvz. (5.11)
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Figure 5.5: A plot of the mean energy isotropic distribution fµ(vr) in one quadrant of a 2D

Cartesian plane. When σ → 0 this plot becomes a slice through a sphere. In this plot, the

function fµ(vr) has not yet been normalised, such that integration over all v yields 1. Note that

this plot is a slice in a Cartesian plane, and distinctly different from the projection of fµ(vr)

onto the 2D plane at right angles to the probe, which is plotted in Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Convergence of Eqn. 5.11 f(vx, 0) on the monoenergetic isotropic distribution. The

case shown has vµ = 10eV . As σ → 0 the result converges on 1/ cosφ which is the analytical

result for the monoenergetic isotropic case[104]. See Appendix A.1 for this derivation.
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Figure 5.7: A plot of the resulting probability density function f(vx, vy) in Equation 5.11.
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Figure 5.8: A plot of the velocity distribution f(vx, 0) from simulated data. The commercial

OOPIC code was used to simulate an electron plasma with conditions approximating our exper-

iment. The particle data was sampled in a number of spatial locations along the coil face axis.

This plot shows reasonable agreement with the predicted function shown in Fig. 5.6 and thus

supports the theoretically proposed Iµ(V ).
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Dataset B = 0 B = 15mT

Model Beam Iso. Beam

Vp 87.2 V 22.9 V 56.1 V

Vd, Vµ 65.5 eV 23.7 eV 49.7 eV

Vth 1.3 eV 1.1 eV 0.72 eV

ne 1.7× 108 cm−3 1.4× 108 cm−3 1.7× 108 cm−3

Table 5.1: Fitted parameters for the two data sets shown in Figure 5.9. For the case of B = 15

mT, fits to both models have been listed. The mean energies, Vd or Vµ, are given depending on

the model fitted.

A slice of f(vx, vy) is shown in Fig. 5.6 revealing its dependence on vµ and illustrating its

convergence on the monoenergetic isotropic distribution in the limit as σ → 0.

Further support for the use of the proposed isotropic mean energy distribution fµ has been

given by 2D PIC code simulations using the commercially available OOPIC code [2, 17]. The

simulated dimensions and parameters were designed to approximately reproduce the experimen-

tal conditions explored in this paper. The simulation geometry was in a 2D slice through the

centre of the device, intersecting four of the six Polywell coils. The simulated Polywell had a

coil current of 7950 Amp turns, giving a peak field in the coil face of Bpeak = 0.14 T. Four

simulated electron sources surrounded the coils, each emitting a current of 0.2 mA/cm (note

this is expressed as a current per unit of height because the simulation is 2D). The extraction

voltage was set to Vbias = 130 V, and the resulting potential well formed by the electrons is 35

V deep. The velocity components of the simulated particles have been extracted at four spatial

positions along the coil axis, extending from the centre of the null to the field coil. The extracted

velocity data has been used to create a plot of the projected 2D velocity distribution function,

f(vx, vy). A 1D slice of that function is plotted in Fig. 5.8 and shows reasonable agreement with

our proposed function, plotted in Fig. 5.6. Further discussion and analysis of the simulation

results are left for further work, and is only presented here to support the proposed distribution

function.

Substituting Eqn. 5.11 into Eqn. 5.3 gives the I(V ) characteristic for the isotropic mean

energy distribution, Iµ(V ). Two data sets are compared with their respective fits in Figure 5.9.

In both cases the data has been collected from a single Langmuir probe located in the centre of

the device. The Polywell bias voltage was held constant at VBias ' 112 V, extracting a current

of IBeam ' 2.7 mA. The coil current IPoly was varied to contrast the Bpeak = 0 T case (no field

in the coil face) with Bpeak = 15 mT. At electron energies in the range of 20 eV to 100 eV,

a magnetic field of 15 mT is sufficient to force the electron gyroradius to approach 10% of the

device radius, rg < 10%RD, which is the approximate condition for reflection from the adiabatic

flux surface at the magnetic null boundary [74]. Hence B is sufficiently large to prolong the

electron confinement in the core.
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Figure 5.9: The two magnetic field test cases, both measured on Probe A in the centre of the

device. The fitted parameters for the two data sets with their respective I(V ) characteristic

models are given in Table 5.1.

Note that an equally good qualitative fit to the data can be made with the drifting/beam

Maxwellian distribution, giving only negligible difference in the fit residuals (not plotted for

clarity). Both distributions can be made to fit the data but give different plasma parameters in

Table 5.1. The reason for this similarity in the underlying I(V ) functions is that Langmuir probes

only measure relative energy, not potential. As a result, a Langmuir probe can be considered

as a particle energy filter. Although it can be shown that a Maxwellian fit is not appropriate

to either of these data sets, it might be impossible to conclusively prove which distribution is

correct without resorting to an extra diagnostic that can provide additional information [101].

However, due to the magnitude of the applied magnetic field, ballistic reflections are likely to

occur and will effectively make the beam distribution isotropic, and hence Eqn. 5.11 should be

the most appropriate distribution of the two discussed. The results of the OOPIC simulation in

Fig. 5.8 support this hypothesis.

It is worth noting that regardless of which of the two distributions is applied, the plasma

potential Vp has decreased relative to the B = 0 case. This is consistent with an increase in

potential well depth, relative to the potential on the coils, due to an increase in the dwell time

of the electrons in the presence of a magnetic field. However, the measured electron densities

for the two cases were not significantly different, which would appear to contradict a claim of

potential well formation. A possible explanation for this is that the application of the magnetic

field causes the unidirectional beam to spread out isotropically to a larger volume within the

device, which would cause a decrease in density. However, an increase in the electron dwell time

within the device will lead to a higher electron recirculating current, thus increasing the density.

Although the increase in this density is similar or equal to the density of the initial electron
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beam, a deeper potential well will result since the electrons occupy a larger volume.

If a potential well has formed then Vµ must drop to conserve energy as the electrons transit

into the well centre. However, if the magnetic field has increased the electron confinement time,

then the increased electron density superimposes a space charge onto the vacuum potential field

such that the electrons may no longer be accelerated to the same energy as in the B = 0 case.

The thermal component, Vth, of the energy distribution remains unchanged, which is expected

for the low magnetic fields used in this experiment. However, larger magnetic fields should result

in an increase in confinement time leading to more thermalisation.
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5.6 Radial plasma potential profile in a strong magnetic field

High magnetic fields in the planes of the coils and corner cusps are required to produce sufficient

electron confinement in order to establish a virtual cathode in the core of the device. It has

been shown [74] there is a non-adiabatic core in the central null region surrounded by adiabatic

mirror confinement. Increasing the current in the coils should produce a larger confinement time

for electrons within the device. However, this will also result in adiabatic mirror reflections on

the outside of the device, thus limiting the injected electron current. Moreover, increasing the

coil current further to create large confining fields will result in a reduction in volume of the

non-adiabatic core region, which ultimately leads to a smaller confinement volume. This might

lead to a smaller volume for fusion reactions when ions are introduced into the device, thus

limiting the device efficiency.

In the experiment reported here, the electron injection parameters and coil currents were

kept constant so that the effects of varying electron confinement time, volume and admittance

do not produce additional confounding effects to the probe results. The probe located at the

centre of the device, Probe A, was mounted on a translation stage that could move radially in

increments of 3 mm. At each spatial point the experiment was repeated under the same initial

conditions, allowing a measurement of the spatial change in the I(V ) characteristic across the

device radius. All probe traces were analysed with the isotropic mean energy distribution. Some

sample probe traces at four different spatial points are shown in Figure 5.10.

In the discussion of the previous section, the isotropic mean energy characteristic, Iµ(V ),

was shown to accurately represent the underlying EEDF in the null region. As the probe moves

into higher B field regions, we expect to see a growing disparity between the predicted I(V ) and

the measured data in the attractive saturation current region. This is because the magnetic field

limits electron transport across magnetic field lines to the probe, and hence limits the attainable

saturation current. The result is an asymmetric sheath around the probe which significantly

complicates the I(V ) characteristic calculation.

This deviation becomes progressively larger as the B field increases and the electron gyro-

radius rg approaches the probe radius. The parameters in this experiment have been chosen to

minimise this effect over a large spatial range of the device. For the radial positions ranging

from 0 cm to 2 cm, the gyroradius is expected to be at least ten times larger than the probe

radius, rg ≥ 10rp, and approaches 3rp in the limit of the maximum magnetic field in the coil face.

This means that over a wide range of measurement points, the gyroradius rg & λd and hence

the deviation from the prediction is expected to be minimal. A sample of the typical deviation

in the saturation region is shown in Figure 5.11. The deviation in the saturation region was

excluded from the curve fitting procedure. In figure 5.11 the fitting algorithm was restricted to

the data range of -10 V to +60 V.

Although we would expect the magnetic field to alter the distribution function measured

with the probe, we anticipate that when rg > rp the magnetic field acts to locally randomise

the incoming electron trajectories at the probe sheath, and acts to maintain the mean energy

isotropic distribution observed in the magnetic null. This hypothesis is supported by the OOPIC
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Figure 5.10: Four example I(V ) datasets from the high magnetic field radial profile experiment.

Each dataset has been taken at a different spatial location along the coil axis.
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Figure 5.11: Sample of the fitting in a strong magnetic field. Shows the deviation from the fitted

I(V ) in the saturation region.
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Figure 5.12: The spatial profile of the plasma potential in a strong magnetic field. The I(V )

characteristic at each spatial point has been fitted with the Iµ(V ) to find the Vp spatial profile.

This data shows a potential well has formed in the middle of the device.

case study presented in Fig. 5.8, where the velocity distribution within the point cusp is similar

to the predicted distribution presented in Fig. 5.6. Hence, we have used the mean energy

isotropic Iµ(V ) for data fitting for magnetic fields that range from the magnetic null at the

device centre to the maximum field, Bpeak, in the plane of the coils. It was assumed that any

fitting errors become progressively larger as Bpeak was approached.

The resulting data for the radial plasma potential profile is shown in Fig. 5.12. The error

bars were calculated from the error in the fit residuals during the fitting process. Note that there

is a potential well (also known as a virtual cathode [19, 23]) of -10 V with a 2 cm radius from the

centre. The fitting procedure is accurate over this region since the magnetic field is relatively

low and the effects of the magnetic field on the distribution function are well characterised.

However, there is more uncertainty about the values of the plasma potential in the 2 - 3.5 cm

region, due to the higher magnetic fields, and are likely to represent an underestimate of the

potentials.

The potential well formed can be compared with an analytical estimate from Poisson’s equa-

tion if we assume that the well is approximately spherically symmetric and the electron density

is approximately constant as a function of radius. In spherical coordinates Poisson’s equation is

1

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2

∂

∂r
V

)
= −neq

ε0
. (5.12)

Under the stated conditions we set the boundary condition ∂V/∂r = 0 at r = 0. Moreover,

we set V = 0 at radius r = R. Using both of these boundary conditions equation 5.12 can be

solved to yield a relationship for Vwell. The complete derivation is giving in Appendix A.2.
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Vwell = −neqR
2

6ε0
. (5.13)

Using the approximate density ne = 108 cm−3 and radius R = 0.01 m, we obtain Vwell = −30

V. This deviation from the measured value is a result of the simplified assumptions stated above.

A more accurate calculation of the potential well will need to take into account the real spatial

density profile of the electrons. Also, the shape of the potential well does not agree with the

simple parabolic shape predicted by Poisson’s equation and the previously measured well by

Krall [81]. This may be because the experimental device was too small to accurately measure

the spatial variation of the plasma potential without averaging the spatial features over the

probe length scale.

5.7 Scaling with B and E

To allow the measurement of the potential well variation with changes in magnetic field B,

electric field bias Vbias, and electron density ne, two probes were used to simultaneously measure

Vp at different radial points. Probe A was mounted at the centre of the device, and the other,

Probe B, at a radial position of 1.8 cm, which was approximately halfway along the device

radius. In the first experiment, the magnetic field was varied such that the peak magnetic field

in the coil face varies from Bpeak = 0 to Bpeak = 26 mT. The measured plasma potential from

the two probes as a function of the maximum magnetic field is given in Fig. 5.13. When the

magnetic field is relatively weak, the potential difference between the probes indicates that no

potential well is present, because the Vp at the centre probe is more positive than at Probe

B. When the magnetic field reaches some crucial minimum value, 5.5 mT in this experiment,

the potential difference between the two probes is inverted and a potential well begins to form

and is clearly measurable. Moreover, the potential difference between the two probes becomes

progressively larger with increasing magnetic field.

There are significant challenges in designing an experiment that can be used to accurately

characterise the way the potential well scales with B because the size of the adiabatic flux surface

becomes progressively smaller with increasing B. Hence, the position of Probe B would have to

be adjusted for each data point to compensate for the change in well size. If we can assume

that the difference between the two probes is indicative of the overall change in the potential

well depth we can obtain a relationship for the scaling of potential well with B. The analysis

has been restricted to data in the domain of > 15 mT because it is unclear if a potential well

has formed for fields at lesser magnitudes. A plot of the potential difference between the two

probes is shown in Fig. 5.14 and scales approximately linearly with magnetic field B. However,

a greater measurement range would be needed to confirm this relationship, and also a more

detailed study is required to determine how best to characterise the change in well depth with

B.

In another experiment the magnetic field was held constant at Bmax ' 0.16 T while the

Polywell bias voltage was varied from Vbias = 93 V to 122 V, the data is shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.13: Potential well formation in the low magnetic field range. The plasma potential
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the field increases, the potential difference between the probes eventually becomes inverted and

becomes progressively larger with increasing magnetic field strength.
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Figure 5.14: Potential well scaling with B. For each data point in Fig. 5.13 with Bmax > 15

mT the difference in the two probe potentials is taken to be indicative of the change in overall

potential well depth. The resulting trend is approximately linear.
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Figure 5.15: A grid of sample probe traces from the magnetic field scaling data sets in Figure

5.13. The blue data trace is Probe A in the centre of the device null, while the red data trace

is Probe B, located at half the device radius.
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Although changing the bias voltage effectively changes the injection energy of the electrons, it

also changes the injection current, and hence affects the ultimate electron density ne obtained

in the well. It was not possible to separate these two effects because they have an opposite effect

on the results. An increase in the electron density, with increasing injection current, leads to a

linear increase in the potential well depth, Vwell, given in Eqn. 5.13. Increasing the extraction

voltage gives an exponential increase in the current emitted from the filaments, but does not

necessarily mean an exponential increase in the current entering the Polywell since this is a

complex function of the geometry and is space charge limited.

By comparison, increasing the energy of the electrons leads to a decrease in the electron

confinement time because a higher energy electron population needs a higher magnetic field to

achieve the same degree of adiabatic mirror confinement. However, this effect is at a maximum

when the adiabatic flux surface becomes larger than half the device radius, beyond which the

degree of mirror confinement decays rapidly. Fig. 5.17 supports this hypothesis since it shows the

potential well scales linearly with injected current until the injected electron energy is sufficiently

large such that competing effects are introduced.
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Figure 5.16: The change in potential well formation with extraction voltage, Vpoly. The variation
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Figure 5.17: Potential well scaling with the injected electron current Ibeam. Here the potential

difference between the two probes in Fig. 5.16 is assumed to be indicative of the overall change

in well depth, and plotted as a function of the injected beam current.
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Figure 5.18: A grid of sample energy scaling I(V ) traces from the data sets in Figures 5.16 and

5.17. The I(V ) traces are labelled by their extraction voltage Vbias and extraction current Ibeam.

The blue data trace is Probe A in the centre of the device null, while the red data trace is Probe

B, located at half the device radius.
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5.8 Summary

� Biased Langmuir probes have been used to characterise potential well formation as a

function of a number of Polywell parameters, such as magnetic field strength and injection

energy.

� Orbital Limited Motion theory was used to measure and confirm the EEDF of injected

electrons. This information was combined with knowledge of the types of possible electron

trajectories [64, 74] to propose an EEDF for the electron population in the magnetic null.

The proposed EEDF Iµ(V ) is in good agreement with the collected data.

� The proposed Iµ(V ) was used to study the spatial change of the plasma potential Vp across

the device, and confirmed a potential well had formed. However the shape of the potential

well did not agree with the simple parabolic shape predicted by Poisson’s equation and

previously measured by Krall [81]. This may be because of experimental device was too

small to accurately measure the spatial variation of the plasma potential without averaging

the spatial features over the probe length scale.

� Potential well formation was found to scale linearly with increasing magnetic field and

injection current, in good agreement with the currently proposed confinement models.

Dependence on injection energy was also measured, but obscured by the competing effect

of injection current scaling. It is proposed that the potential well formation scaled lin-

early with injection current until competing effects from increasing the extraction energy

changed the confinement properties.

� The proposed Iµ(V ) provides a powerful diagnostic for studying Polywell physics providing

fµ(vr) is an accurate representation of the underlying EEDF. To confirm the interpreta-

tion of the I(V ) is correct, the biased probe technique discussed in this paper should be

combined with another probe technique that is less dependant on the shape of the EEDF.

If the Vp’s of the two techniques are in agreement, then all other derived parameters from

Iµ(V ) can be considered accurate. One such technique is the capacitive probe technique

used previously on the HEPS experiment [81, 109]. Additionally, emissive probes have

been shown to allow uncomplicated analysis of the Vp through the deviation potential in

electron only plasmas [125, 126].
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Conclusions and Further Work

The magnetic field structure of the Polywell has been analysed in its complete form, as well as

areas of interest such as the point and line cusps. It has been found that at small spacings it

is possible for point cusp losses to dominate over line cusp losses, allowing the application of

conventional point cusp theories to the Polywell. The dominance of point cusp losses may prove

beneficial in terms of providing a lower overall loss rate when compared with other devices such

as the biconic cusp. The types of trajectories that can occur have been analysed in terms of their

adiabaticity. It was found that the two component trajectories described in models of biconic

cusp confinement can be adapted to the Polywell. The resulting model describes a critical flux

surface separating the two types of trajectories, and also defines the minimum field, B0, needed

for evaluating the mirror reflection coefficients.

The described trajectories suggest a simplified ballistic scattering model can be used to

describe the confinement time in the device. Such a model was described and found to be

in reasonable agreement with a single particle SIMION simulation with parameters matching

our current experimental parameters. This model should be extended for a number of cases.

The presence of a virtual cathode would be expected to slightly modify the overall confinement

time model since it will lead to deceleration followed by acceleration every time an electron

passes through the device null. This additional behaviour could be simulated in SIMION by

superimposing an electrostatic potential well over the vacuum magnetic field. The new behaviour

could be added to the model of confinement time behaviour in Chapter 2.

The next case that should be considered is the case of high β. The exact shape of the β = 1

boundary would need to be evaluated numerically by balancing the magnetic pressure with the

kinetic pressure, pm = pk, at each point along the sheath boundary. Additionally ~B must be

tangential at the boundary and be equal to the vacuum magnetic field anywhere between the

sheath edge and the coils [59]. These calculations would allow an estimate of the reduction

of point cusp losses in high beta and could be compared with Bussard’s model for high β

confinement [64]. A further effect which may aid in reducing electron losses from the point cusps

is space charge plugging. A number of experiments have demonstrated that electrostatic plugging

of cusps can improve confinement [77]. A model of point cusp plugging could be integrated into

the confinement model developed in this thesis.

The central well approximation was developed as a tractable analytical approximation to the

Polywell magnetic field. It could be used for exploring further analytical models of confinement

or for evaluating the shape of the β = 1 surface.

The Teflon Polywell was our first prototype device aimed at obtaining qualitative validity of
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the Polywell concept. Floating potentials of up to –250 V were obtained for periods of several

milliseconds, suggesting the formation of a virtual cathode stable on at least the millisecond time

scale. Floating potential formation was measured as a function of Polywell coil current, electron

injection parameters such as energy and beam current, and the background gas pressure.

It was shown that the virtual cathode does not form outside of a narrow range of coil currents

in this design. A number of reasons for this behaviour were explored including mirror reflection

of the injected electron beam, the concept of a secondary low energy electron population being

produced by the hollow cathode, and possibly a multi-valued floating potential due to the pres-

ence of electron populations with differing energies. Ultimately it was not possible to precisely

determine the cause of this behaviour. The cylindrical hollow cathode electron gun is a new

technology and there is a new experimental effort under-way to optimise its behaviour as an

electron gun [18].

Potential well formation was shown to be extremely sensitive to the background gas pressure.

It was concluded that increasing the background gas pressure results in increased ionisation

which counteracts potential well formation. A balance must be found between increasing the

background gas pressure for creating meaningful ion densities in the core and decreasing the

background gas density for reducing the destructive effects of ionisation.

A collector plate experiment was constructed to explore the redistribution of the electron

beam current during Polywell operation. Data from both collector plates suggested that a frac-

tion of the electron beam was redistributed amongst the coil faces through ballistic collisions

around the magnetic null. However the magnetic field in that experiment should have been too

low to produce mirror reflections. The experimental results of this chapter provided good quali-

tative evidence of potential well formation but motivated the need for a more precise diagnostic.

Lessons learned from this set of experiments were employed in the design of the biased Langmuir

probe experiment.

Orbital Limited Motion theory was used to characterise potential well formation as a function

of a number of Polywell parameters, such as magnetic field strength and injection energy. The

biased probe theory was used to confirm the EEDF of injected electrons and showed excellent

agreement with the distribution proposed by Langmuir. This information was combined with

knowledge of the types of possible electron trajectories [64, 74] to propose an EEDF for the

electron population in the magnetic null. The proposed EEDF Iµ(V ) is in good agreement with

the collected data. The proposed Iµ(V ) was then used to study the spatial change of the plasma

potential Vp across the device, and confirmed a potential well had formed.

Potential well formation was found to scale linearly with increasing magnetic field and injec-

tion current, in good agreement with the currently proposed confinement models. Dependence

on injection energy was also measured, but obscured by the competing effect of injection current

scaling. It is proposed that the potential well formation scaled linearly with injection current

until competing effects from increasing the extraction energy changed the confinement proper-

ties.

The proposed Iµ(V ) provides a powerful diagnostic for studying Polywell physics providing

fµ(vr) is an accurate representation of the underlying EEDF. To confirm the interpretation of
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the I(V ) is correct, the biased probe technique discussed in this thesis needs to be combined with

another probe technique that is less dependant on the shape of the EEDF. Multiple diagnostic

techniques could be used to confirm the plasma potential is correct, then all other derived

parameters from Iµ(V ) can be considered accurate.

One such technique is the capacitive probe technique used previously on the HEPS experi-

ment [81, 109]. Additionally, emissive probes have been shown to allow uncomplicated analysis

of the Vp through the deviation potential in electron only plasmas [126]. Kremer et al. [125]

showed that the I(V ) of a biased emissive probe will deviate from the I(V ) of a biased cold probe

near the plasma potential. Furthermore, their experiments were carried out on a non-neutral

Tokamak and hence could likely be adapted for use on a Polywell. The primary goal of such an

experiment would be to show agreement between multiple techniques.

The biased probe technique developed in this thesis could be used in a larger Polywell device

to achieve greater spatial accuracy of the radial plasma potential profile. On the WB6-mini

device the probe would have locally averaged out the plasma potential and made it difficult to

confirm the predicted parabolic potential well profile. In addition, future experiments should

aim to achieve much higher electron gun currents so that potential wells can approach high

fractions of the gun energy.

The biased probe technique could be further developed to account for changed behaviour

of the saturation region in a moderate magnetic field. This would allow the biased probe to

be used in the point cusps for measuring/estimating the electron loss rate. Measuring electron

leakage through the cusps would help answer fundamental questions about how the power loss

through electron leakage compared with the potential fusion power. Furthermore, the biased

probe demonstrated that Vµ/Vth � 1 under steady state low β conditions. The biased probe

technique could be used to measure the rate of thermalisation as a function of device parameters

such as magnetic field strength and the mirror reflection coefficients. The ultimate aim of such

an experiment would be to potentially confirm the ideas of Rosenberg and Krall [86] by showing

that the Polywell can passively maintain non-equilibrium, perhaps addressing the concerns raised

by Polywell critics [33, 35, 36].
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Appendix A

Derivations

A.1 The monoenergetic isotropic distribution function

The projection of the monoenergetic isotropic distribution into a 2D plane was used in Lang-

muir’s original work on biased probes [104]. However it is not derived or cited in that work [104].

It is presented here because of its relationship to the isotropic mean energy distribution, fµ,

derived in this thesis. My derivation is as follows.

First, consider the case of an isotropic distribution of electrons with uniform speed (mono-

energetic). This distribution can be described as

fiso(vr) =

{
1
N , if vr = v0

0, if vr 6= v0
(A.1)

where N is the normalisation constant, vr is the magnitude of the velocity, and v0 is the mono-

energetic speed. The integral of this distribution function over all space must be 1, hence we

can define ∫
Ω
fiso(vr)da =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
fiso(vr)v

2
r sin(φ)dφdθ = 1 (A.2)

To use the distribution in Langmuir’s orbital limited motion theory we need to map this

distribution into the (x, y) plane. Or equivalently, we need to map (θ, φ) to (vx, vy), using to

coordinate system

vx = vr sin(φ) cos(θ) (A.3)

vy = vr sin(φ) sin(θ) (A.4)

vz = vr cos(φ) (A.5)

and hence the determinate of the Jacobian is

∂(vx, vy)

∂(φ, θ)
= v2r cos(φ) sin(φ) (A.6)

Now we need to transform the integral, and set fiso(vr) =
1
N since not integrating over vr.∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
fiso(vr)v

2
r sin(φ)dφdθ =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
fiso(vr)v

2
r sin(φ)

∂(φ, θ)

∂(vx, vy)
dvxdvy (A.7)

=

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

1

N cos(φ)
dvxdvy (A.8)
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and therefore we can define the distribution function for the velocities in the (x, y) plane as

∴ fiso(vx, vy) =
1

N cos(φ)
(A.9)

But cos(φ) = vz/v0, and hence can be re-written in terms of vx, and vy by algebraic manip-

ulation.

v2x + v2y + v2z = v20 (A.10)

∴ v2z
v20

= 1−
v2x + v2y

v20
(A.11)

∴ 1

cos(φ)
=

1√
1− v2x+v2y

v20

(A.12)

We can find the normalisation constant by integration over the boundary v2x + v2y ≤ v20.

N =

∫ v0

−v0

∫ v0
√

1−v2x/v
2
0

−v0
√

1−v2x/v
2
0

1√
1− v2x+v2y

v20

dvydvx = 2πv20 (A.13)

∴ fiso(vx, vy) =
1

2πv20

√
1− v2x+v2y

v20

(A.14)

A.2 Potential Well Derivation

We need to solve Poisson’s equation in radial coordinates.

1

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2

∂

∂r
V

)
= −neq

ε0
(A.15)

∴ r2
∂

∂r
V = −

∫
r2neq

ε0
dr = −r3

3

neq

ε0
+ C (A.16)

For the boundary conditions let ∂v
∂r = 0 at r = 0, and therefore C = 0.

∴ ∂V

∂r
= −r

3

neq

ε0
(A.17)

V = −
∫

r

r
dr

(
neq

ε0

)
= −r2

6

neq

ε0
+D (A.18)

At the maximum radius R, let V = 0.

∴ 0 = −r2

6

neq

ε0
+D (A.19)
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∴ D =
R2

6

neq

ε0
(A.20)

Therefore, the resulting equation for the potential as a function of radius is

V =
neq

6ε0

[
r2 −R2

]
. (A.21)

Let us set r = 0 to find the potential well depth, Vwell, in the core due to an electron density ne

and device radius R,

Vwell = −neqR
2

6ε0
. (A.22)
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Power Supplies and Custom

Electronics

B.1 Pulsed High Current Capacitor Supply Circuit

8 Amp

Power Off

Power On Mains Power Relay

AutoTransformer

HEATER

Power Dump

230VAC

BNC Pulse Line

Pulse Transformer

Current Transformer

HV Transformer

6 Taps in parallel,

only 2 shown

Full Wave Bridge

SCR
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KV1
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Vcharge
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-
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Figure B.1: This is the full circuit diagram for the pulsed high current power supply circuit

discussed in section 3.1.2.
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B.2 Langmuir Probe Driver Circuit

This section contains detailed circuit schematics for each module of the custom Langmuir probe

driver. High level descriptions of each module and their interactions are discussed in Section

3.3. In addition to the circuit schematics, we also include the hardware code for running the

Arduino microcontroller.
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Figure B.2: High Voltage OpAmp module circuit diagram.
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Figure B.3: The PCB board design for the High Voltage Op-Amp module.
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Figure B.4: The Digatal to Analog Conversion (DAC) module. Note that the AD7533 is actually

a 10-bit DAC but was only used in 8-bit mode to attain higher sweep speeds. The extra logic

bits are redundant since the Bessel filter in the HV OpAmp module smooths the voltage sweep

to arbitrary resolution.
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Figure B.5: The high voltage power supply module for supplying the dual ±150V supply rails

to the HV OpAmp module.
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B.2.1 Arduino Microcontroller Code

/*

Based on the public domain example code for

the Freetronics LCD & Keypad Shield:

http://www.freetronics.com/products/lcd-keypad-shield

Original by Marc Alexander, 7 September 2011

This example code is in the public domain.

Edited by Matthew Carr, 26 January 2012

Pins used by LCD & Keypad Shield:

A0: Buttons, analog input from voltage ladder

D4: LCD bit 4

D5: LCD bit 5

D6: LCD bit 6

D7: LCD bit 7

D8: LCD RS

D9: LCD E

D3: LCD Backlight (high = on, also has pullup high so default is on)

ADC voltages for the 5 buttons on analog input pin A0:

RIGHT: 0.00V : 0 @ 8bit ; 0 @ 10 bit

UP: 0.71V : 36 @ 8bit ; 145 @ 10 bit

DOWN: 1.61V : 82 @ 8bit ; 329 @ 10 bit

LEFT: 2.47V : 126 @ 8bit ; 505 @ 10 bit

SELECT: 3.62V : 185 @ 8bit ; 741 @ 10 bit

*/

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> // include LCD library

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------

Defines

----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

// Pins in use

#define BUTTON_ADC_PIN A0 // A0 is the button ADC input

#define LCD_BACKLIGHT_PIN 3 // D3 controls LCD backlight
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// ADC readings expected for the 5 buttons on the ADC input

#define RIGHT_10BIT_ADC 0 // right

#define UP_10BIT_ADC 145 // up

#define DOWN_10BIT_ADC 329 // down

#define LEFT_10BIT_ADC 505 // left

#define SELECT_10BIT_ADC 741 // right

#define BUTTONHYSTERESIS 10 // hysteresis for valid button

// sensing window return values for ReadButtons()

#define BUTTON_NONE 0 //

#define BUTTON_RIGHT 1 //

#define BUTTON_UP 2 //

#define BUTTON_DOWN 3 //

#define BUTTON_LEFT 4 //

#define BUTTON_SELECT 5 //

//Variables

byte buttonJustPressed = false;

byte buttonJustReleased = false;

byte buttonWas = BUTTON_NONE; //used by ReadButtons() for

// detection of button events

LiquidCrystal lcd( 8, 9, 4, 5, 6, 7 );

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------

Start Mathew’s Additions

----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

#define PULSE_INDICATOR 13 // RED LED

#define FilamentTrigger 2 // Filament Trigger BNC

#define PulsePolywellI 11 // Fire battery bank or Caps

#define OscilloscopeTrigger 10 // IV curve square wave indicator on BNC

#define TOPSCREEN 4 // Highest Screen Number

#define StartDelayScreen 0

#define DwellTimeScreen 1

#define MaxVoltScreen 2

#define MinVoltScreen 3

#define FlatScreen 4

int CurrentScreen = 0;

int CurrentScreenArray[] = {0,1};

int StartDelay = 2; // Time in milliseconds

float StartDelayArray[] = {0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3};

int DwellTime = 1; // Time in microseconds

int DwellTimeArray[] = {1,5,10,20,40,60,80,100};
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int MaxVoltage = 140; // Time in milliseconds

int MinVoltage = -130;

int FlatVoltage = 100;

const int debounceDelay = 10;

int FilamentTime = 5;

int FilamentTimeArray[] = {1,2,3,4,5,6};

void setup()

{

// initialize the digital pin as an output.

pinMode(49, OUTPUT);

pinMode(48, OUTPUT);

pinMode(47, OUTPUT);

pinMode(46, OUTPUT);

pinMode(45, OUTPUT);

pinMode(44, OUTPUT);

pinMode(43, OUTPUT);

pinMode(42, OUTPUT);

PORTL = byte(128);

pinMode(51, OUTPUT);

pinMode(50, OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(51, LOW);

digitalWrite(50, LOW);

pinMode(10, OUTPUT);

pinMode(11, OUTPUT);

pinMode(2, OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(10, LOW);

digitalWrite(11, LOW);

digitalWrite(2, LOW);

//button adc input

pinMode( BUTTON_ADC_PIN, INPUT ); //ensure A0 is an input

digitalWrite( BUTTON_ADC_PIN, LOW ); //ensure pullup is off on A0

//LED INDICATORS

pinMode(PULSE_INDICATOR, OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(PULSE_INDICATOR, LOW);

//lcd backlight control
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digitalWrite( LCD_BACKLIGHT_PIN, HIGH ); //backlight control pin D3 is high

pinMode( LCD_BACKLIGHT_PIN, OUTPUT ); //D3 is an output

lcd.begin( 16, 2 );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 ); //top left

// 1234567890123456

lcd.print( "Langmuir Probe " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

lcd.print( "Ready for Sweep " );

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Loop + Screen Functions

----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

void loop()

{

byte button;

byte timestamp;

// get the latest button pressed, also the buttonJustPressed,

// buttonJustReleased flags

button = ReadButtons();

if ( buttonJustPressed )

{

switch( button )

{

case BUTTON_NONE:

{

break;

}

case BUTTON_RIGHT:

{

if (CurrentScreen != TOPSCREEN)

{

CurrentScreen = CurrentScreen + 1;

}

else

{

CurrentScreen = 0;

}

break;

}
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case BUTTON_UP:

{

switch (CurrentScreen)

{

case StartDelayScreen:

{

if (StartDelay != 6)

StartDelay = StartDelay + 1;

else

StartDelay = 0;

break;

}

case DwellTimeScreen:

{

if (DwellTime != 7)

DwellTime = DwellTime + 1;

else

DwellTime = 0;

break;

}

case MaxVoltScreen:

{

if (MaxVoltage != 140)

MaxVoltage = MaxVoltage + 10;

else

MaxVoltage = 0;

break;

}

case MinVoltScreen:

{

if (MinVoltage != 0)

MinVoltage = MinVoltage + 10;

else

MinVoltage = -140;

break;

}

case FlatScreen:

{

if (FlatVoltage != 140)

FlatVoltage = FlatVoltage + 10;

else
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FlatVoltage = -140;

break;

}

}

break;

}

case BUTTON_DOWN:

{

switch (CurrentScreen)

{

case StartDelayScreen:

{

if (StartDelay != 0)

StartDelay = StartDelay - 1;

else

StartDelay = 6;

break;

}

case DwellTimeScreen:

{

if (DwellTime != 0)

DwellTime = DwellTime - 1;

else

DwellTime = 7;

break;

}

case MaxVoltScreen:

{

if (MaxVoltage != 0)

MaxVoltage = MaxVoltage -10;

else

MaxVoltage = 140;

break;

}

case MinVoltScreen:

{

if (MinVoltage != -140)

MinVoltage = MinVoltage - 10;

else

MinVoltage = 0;

break;
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}

case FlatScreen:

{

if (FlatVoltage != -140)

FlatVoltage = FlatVoltage -10;

else

FlatVoltage = 140;

break;

}

}

break;

}

case BUTTON_LEFT:

{

if (CurrentScreen != 0)

{

CurrentScreen = CurrentScreen - 1;

}

else

{

CurrentScreen = TOPSCREEN;

}

break;

}

case BUTTON_SELECT:

{

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 );

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 );

lcd.print( " PULSE SENT " );

if (CurrentScreen == FlatScreen)

FlatPulseFn();

else

VoltageSweep();

break;

}

default:

{

break;

}

}
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if (CurrentScreen == StartDelayScreen)

{

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 ); //top left

// 1234567890123456

lcd.print( "Starting Delay " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

lcd.print(StartDelayArray[StartDelay]);

lcd.setCursor( 4, 1 );

lcd.print( " ms " );

}

else if (CurrentScreen == DwellTimeScreen)

{

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 ); //top left

// 1234567890123456

lcd.print( "Dwell Time " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

if (DwellTimeArray[DwellTime] <= 9)

lcd.print( " " );

else if (DwellTimeArray[DwellTime] < 100)

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.print(DwellTimeArray[DwellTime]);

lcd.setCursor( 4, 1 );

lcd.print( "us " );

}

else if (CurrentScreen == MaxVoltScreen)

{

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 ); //top left

// 1234567890123456

lcd.print( "Maximum Voltage " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 ); //bottom left

if (MaxVoltage < 10)

lcd.print( " " );

else if (MaxVoltage < 100)

lcd.print( " " );

else
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lcd.print( " " );

lcd.print(MaxVoltage);

lcd.setCursor( 4, 1 );

lcd.print( " V " );

}

else if (CurrentScreen == MinVoltScreen)

{

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 ); //top left

// 1234567890123456

lcd.print( "Minimum Voltage " );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 );

if (MinVoltage > -10)

lcd.print( " " );

else if (MinVoltage > -100)

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.print(MinVoltage);

lcd.setCursor( 4, 1 );

lcd.print( " V " );

}

else if (CurrentScreen == FlatScreen)

{

lcd.setCursor( 0, 0 ); //top left

// 1234567890123456

lcd.print( "Flat Voltage Pul" );

lcd.setCursor( 0, 1 );

if (FlatVoltage > 99)

lcd.print( " " );

else if (FlatVoltage < 100 && FlatVoltage >= 0)

lcd.print( " " );

else if (FlatVoltage < 0 && FlatVoltage > -99)

lcd.print( " " );

lcd.print(FlatVoltage);

lcd.setCursor( 4, 1 );

lcd.print( " V " );

}

}

// clear the buttonJustPressed or buttonJustReleased flags,

// they’ve already done their job now.

if( buttonJustPressed )

buttonJustPressed = false;
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if( buttonJustReleased )

buttonJustReleased = false;

}

// ReadButtons()

byte ReadButtons()

{

byte state;

byte previousState;

previousState = GetState();

for(int counter=0; counter < debounceDelay; counter++)

{

delay(1);

state = GetState();

if( state != previousState)

{

counter = 0; // reset the counter if the state changes

previousState = state; // and save the current state

}

}

//handle button flags for just pressed and just released events

if( ( buttonWas == BUTTON_NONE ) && ( state != BUTTON_NONE ) )

{

buttonJustPressed = true;

buttonJustReleased = false;

}

if( ( buttonWas != BUTTON_NONE ) && ( state == BUTTON_NONE ) )

{

buttonJustPressed = false;

buttonJustReleased = true;

}

buttonWas = state;

return(state);

}

byte GetState()

{

byte button;

unsigned int buttonVoltage;

buttonVoltage = analogRead( BUTTON_ADC_PIN );
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if( buttonVoltage < ( RIGHT_10BIT_ADC + BUTTONHYSTERESIS ) )

{

button = BUTTON_RIGHT;

}

else if( buttonVoltage >= ( UP_10BIT_ADC - BUTTONHYSTERESIS )

&& buttonVoltage <= ( UP_10BIT_ADC + BUTTONHYSTERESIS ) )

{

button = BUTTON_UP;

}

else if( buttonVoltage >= ( DOWN_10BIT_ADC - BUTTONHYSTERESIS )

&& buttonVoltage <= ( DOWN_10BIT_ADC + BUTTONHYSTERESIS ) )

{

button = BUTTON_DOWN;

}

else if( buttonVoltage >= ( LEFT_10BIT_ADC - BUTTONHYSTERESIS )

&& buttonVoltage <= ( LEFT_10BIT_ADC + BUTTONHYSTERESIS ) )

{

button = BUTTON_LEFT;

}

else if( buttonVoltage >= ( SELECT_10BIT_ADC - BUTTONHYSTERESIS )

&& buttonVoltage <= ( SELECT_10BIT_ADC + BUTTONHYSTERESIS ) )

{

button = BUTTON_SELECT;

}

else

{

button = BUTTON_NONE;

}

return button;

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------

Sweep Voltages for Langmuir Probe -> Define Pulse Shape

----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

void VoltageSweep()

{

int MaxInt = map(MaxVoltage, -150, 150, 0, 255);

int MinInt = map(MinVoltage, -150, 150, 0, 255) ;

int StepNeg = (MinInt * -1)/35;

int StepPos = MaxInt/35;
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digitalWrite(PULSE_INDICATOR, HIGH);

digitalWrite(FilamentTrigger, HIGH);

delay(FilamentTime * 1000);

digitalWrite(PulsePolywellI, HIGH);

delay(StartDelay);

for (int number = 128; number > MinInt + 1; number = number - 1) {

PORTL = byte(number);

delayMicroseconds(DwellTime);

}

digitalWrite(OscilloscopeTrigger, HIGH);

for (int number = MinInt; number < MaxInt; number++) {

PORTL = byte(number);

delayMicroseconds(DwellTime);

}

digitalWrite(OscilloscopeTrigger, LOW);

for (int number = MaxInt; number > 129; number = number - 1) {

PORTL = byte(number);

delayMicroseconds(DwellTime);

}

PORTL = byte(128);

delay(1);

digitalWrite(PulsePolywellI, LOW);

digitalWrite(FilamentTrigger, LOW);

digitalWrite(PULSE_INDICATOR, LOW);

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------

Hold Arbritary Constant Voltage -> Confinement Time Measurements

----------------------------------------------------------------------*/

void FlatPulseFn()

{

int FlatInt = map(FlatVoltage, -150, 150, 0, 255);

digitalWrite(PULSE_INDICATOR, HIGH);

digitalWrite(11, HIGH);

delay(StartDelay);

digitalWrite(10, HIGH);
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PORTL = byte(FlatInt);

delayMicroseconds(DwellTime * 100);

digitalWrite(10, LOW);

PORTL = byte(128);

delay(2000);

digitalWrite(PULSE_INDICATOR, LOW);

digitalWrite(11, LOW);

}
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